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(1 United StatesG AO General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Accounting and Financial

Management Division

B-227364

February 24, 1988

The Honorable Les Aspin
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This report presents the results of our review of the effectiveness of the Naval Audit Service,
as requested by the former Chairman of the Subcommittee on Readiness.

We found that the effectiveness of the Navy's internal audit organization has been limited.
Serious deficiencies in planning, conducting, and reporting on audits have resulted in few
significant findings and recommendations in Naval Audit Service reports and the reporting
of comparatively low potential monetary benefits resulting from audit recommendations.

In responding to a draft of our report, the Navy; through the Department of Defense,
concurred with each of our findings and recommendations. As a result of briefings to the
auditor general and his staff, some of the recommendations already have been or are
currently being implemented. .

Unless you publicly announce the contents of this report earlier, we will not distribute it
until 30 days from the date of this report. At that time, we will send copies of the report to
the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the Navy, the Auditor General of the Navy, the -'
Director of the Office of Management and Budget, interested congressional committees, and
other interested parties. We will also make copies available to others upon request.

Sincerely yours,

I 'CuI>2:.,:, Fu:* .1

Director - ., ,.;. ...... -"-

by .
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Executive Summary

-I

The former Chairman, House Committee on Armed Services, Subcommit- '/

Purose tee on Readiness, requested that GAO review the effectiveness of the

internal audit organizations within the Department of Defense (DO).- -

The Naval Audit Service (NAs) was selected for the first review because
it did not appear to be reporting on significant issues, and the potential
monetary benefits resulting from NAS audit recommendations were far
below those of internal audit organizations in the Army and Air Force.

The former Chairman requested that GAO review the effectiveness of NAS

by examining its allocation of audit resources, report quality, and inde-
pendence. GAO'S examination of NAS resource allocation focused on the
types of audits planned and conducted, audit hours devoted to various
types of audits, and planned changes in the types of audits conducted.
In reviewing audit report quality, GAO examined the adequacy and accu-
racy of audit evidence for findings, conclusions, and recommendations.
To review NAS independence, GAO examined the relationship between NAS

and the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Financial Management and
the use of military officers in key NAS positions.

NAS was estabfl1hed in 1966'as the Navy's internal audit organization. ItBackgroun.d is headed by the Auditor General of the Navy, who reports directly to
the Under Secretary of the Navy. The current auditor general was
appointed in January 1986. NAS'S mission is to perform independent
reviews and evaluations of the effectiveness and efficiency with which
Department of the Navy and Marine Corps managers carry out their
responsibilities.

Since 1977, GAO, the DOD Office of Inspector General, and a public
accounting firm have identified and reported deficiencies in the areas of
evidence, reporting, supervision, and independence at NAS. Moreover,
during 1985, NAS performed internal Technical Standard Reviews in
each of its four regional offices to assess performance in areas such as
supervision, training, and planning. Auditors' responses indicate their
awareness of deficiencies in audit quality and supervision as well as --

their concerns over the types of audits being done and the perceived
lack of independence at NAS.

Results in Brief GAO found serious deficiencies in the planning, execution, and reporting

phases of NAS'S work. GAO believes these deficiencies significantly

reduced the effectiveness of NAS'S audits.
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Executive Sununary

Among the problems noted were the following:

• An inordinate amount of audit resources were being devoted to areas ..

not likely to produce significant monetary findings.
• Auditors felt that they were unable to fully develop certain issues

because management placed undue emphasis on strict adherence to
standard work programs and to time limitations.

" Some findings were reported without adequate evidence.
u Findings that seemed to warrant reporting were dropped without ade-

quate justification.
" Reports contained important errors and omissions.
" Excessive delays in reporting occurred due to efforts to get management

agreement on audit findings.
" Recommendations to correct systemic weaknesses were not made whenappropriate.

GAO believes that these problems, many of which had been identified in
earlier reviews of NAS, contributed to NAS's relative lack of success in
identifying potential monetary benefits. In addition, GAO noted certain 4
factors which could be perceived as impairing NAS'S independence. GAO

believes that by addressing these factors, the Navy can further enhance
the effectiveness of its internal audit function.

0

Principal Findings
-":

Planning and Use of The current auditor general has changed the way NA,; allocates its

Resources resources to address more Navywide issues with greater potential for
detecting significant audit issues. Previously, however, resources were .*

devoted largely to single-activity audits, which resulted in few signifi-
cant findings. Management's emphasis on adhering to standardized ,. -

audit programs and on meeting staff-hour estimates may have caused
some auditors to terminate audits before findings could be fully devel-
oped. GAO believes these factors contributed to NAS reporting lower
potential monetary benefits than the other service audit organizations. %

Audit and Report Quality Many of the NAS audits GAO reviewed had deficiencies in evidence, super-
vision, and reporting. For instance, some well-supported findings were -$
not reported, while other findings were included in reports although
there was insufficient evidence to support the auditors' conclusions.

Page 3 GAO, A]F7D4W 12 Limited Effectiveness of NAos
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Executive Summary

b

Other audit reports were inaccurate or incomplete in reporting audit
findings. Additionally, summary reports on multilocation audits con-
tained findings not reported to local management and did not make rec-
ommendations for correcting systemic deficiencies. Finally, audit
reports were significantly delayed to obtain management concurrence on
findings and recommendations, and some findings were dropped when
management did not concur.

GAO believes these types of deficiencies show a need to strengthen the
performance of the supervisory function in NAS to provide greater assur-
ance that audit work will be performed in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards.

Perception of Impair d No hard evidence came to light during GAO'S review that showed that
NAS was conducting its activities in less than a fully independent andimpartial manner. However, the perception of a lack of independence

can be as harmful to the effective operation of an audit organization as
situations where a lack of independence has been established. The fol- 0
lowing conditions at NAS could cause a perception of impaired indepen-
dence and, therefore, warrant top management attention.

A close working relationship exists between NAS and the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Financial Management, and NAs
relies on that office for technical and legal advice. This relationship and
the corresponding reliance create the appearance of impairing NAS'S
independence because the Office of the Assistant Secretary is responsi-
ble for many important activities audited by NAS.

Military officers are assigned on a rotational basis as deputy auditor
general and regional office directors, and steps have not been taken to _

ensure that they (1) have knowledge and experience in auditing and
accounting, (2) will not be responsible for audits of those military units
from which they were recently assigned, and (3) are not likely to be
subsequently assigned to work for a superior officer whose unit is sub-
ject to audit.

Recommendations Each chapter of this report contains a number of specific recommenda-
tions designed to improve the use of audit resources and the quality of N.
audit supervision and reports and to enhance the independence of NAS.
Because of the importance of having a properly functioning and effec-

tive internal audit organization to review Navy programs and activities . --

and the lack of positive responses in addressing similar deficiencies

Page 4 GAO/AFMD8 12 Limited Effectivenem of NAS
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N

-I

identified in the past, GAO recommends that the Secretary of the Navy
report to the Secretary of Defense on actions taken to resolve the issues
raised in this report. GAO also recommends that the Secretary of Defense
evaluate the effectiveness of the Navy's actions.

Agency Comments The Naval Audit Service reviewed GAO's draft report and provided com- 0
ments through the DOD Office of the Inspector General, which is the V
standard procedure followed by DOD in responding to GAO draft reports. .

NAS has revised or is in the process of revising its policies relating to the
reporting of significant findings, the documentation of decisions not to'." "

report findings, and supervisory involvement in those decisions. NAS has ,
also instituted a revised policy on independent referencing of draft audit
reports and has increased the number of audit reports selected for pre-
publication quality assurance review. However, more specific actions
are needed to clarify some of the policy issues discussed in chapters 2
and 3.

The Navy has also taken actions to reduce the appearance of impair-
ments to Naval Audit Service independence. Although the Navy's j.

actions differ in some respects from GAO's recommendations, the actions
taken, together with NAS's commitment to take further actions if the cur-
rent ones do not provide continuity of qualified, independent, leader-
ship, should improve the internal audit function within the Navy..-

The DOD Office of Inspector General has agreed to review the actions
taken to implement GAO'S audit recommendations and the impact of
these actions on the effectiveness of the Naval Audit Service. This
review is scheduled for fiscal year 1989. 0

The complete text of no )['s comments is included in appendix 1. -.

'p-
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Internal audit organizations within the Department of Defense (DOD)

play an important role in preventing and detecting fraud and abuse and
in promoting economy, efficiency, and effectiveness in DOD programs
and operations. In the early 1980's, DOD programs and their budgets
began to grow, and programs became more complex and diverse,
thereby placing increased demands on DOD internal audit organizations.
Recognizing this challenge to limited DOD internal audit resources, the
former Chairman, House Committee on Armed Services, Subcommittee
on Readiness, asked us to review the operations of DOD internal audit
organizations. The former Chairman noted that the limited audit
resources within DOD require careful planning and coordination of audit
efforts.

The Naval Audit Service (NAs) was chosen for the first review because it
was not reporting on significant issues and the potential monetary bene-
fits resulting from NAS audit recommendations were below those of
internal audit organizations in the Army and Air Force.

Background N s was established in 1966 and is the Department of the Navy's inter-
nal audit organization. Its mission is to perform independent reviews
and evaluations of the effectiveness and efficiency with which Depart-
ment of the Navy and Marine Corps managers carry out their responsi-
bilities. To accomplish this, NAS determines whether management
controls, practices, and procedures at all levels are adequate in concept
and effective in application, whether they ensure the integrity and relia-
bility of financial and other records, and whether available resources
are used effectively.

NAS is headed by the Auditor General of the Navy, who reports directly
to the Under Secretary of the Navy. The auditor general receives policy
guidance and technical assistance from the Assistant Secretary for
Financial Management (who also serves as the comptroller). The under
secretary appointed a new auditor general in January 1986, the previ-
ous auditor general having served in that position for almost 6 years.

NAS operates out of a headquarters office and four regional offices. The
headquarters office is in Falls Church, Virginia, and the regional offices
are located in Crystal City, Virginia; Virginia Beach, Virginia; Camden,
New Jersey; and San Diego, California. In fiscal year 1986, NAS had an
authorized personnel ceiling of 593 individuals and a budget of $26.8 S
million.

Page 8 GA() AFMD44-12 Limited Effect kienes, of \.S
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NAS regional offices are responsible for conducting audits and issuing
audit reports under the regional directors' signatures. NAs headquarters _
staff reviews draft audit reports prior to publication if the auditee dis-
agrees with the auditors' conclusions and recommendations or if the
report is considered to be of significant interest to the Congress, the Sec-
retary of the Navy, or the general public. After multilocation audits, NAS
headquarters issues summary reports which consolidate the findings of -

local reports into broad issues for top Navy management. 0

Since 1977, the DOD Office of Inspector General, the public accounting
firm of Arthur Andersen and Co., and the General Accounting Office
(GAO) have evaluated NAS. Each has reported deficiencies similar to
those identified in this evaluation of NAS. (See table 5.1) In addition, NAS
auditors expressed concerns about these same deficiencies in response
to an NAS questionnaire in 1985.

The Congress has become aware of the Navy's inaction in improving its
internal audit capabilities and has taken initial budgetary actions to"' .- _
emphasize its concern. In an April 15, 1987, report of the House Coin- •
mittee on Armed Services, on the National Defense Authorization Act " ".
for fiscal years 1988 and 1989, the Committee expressed its dissatisfac-
tion with inattention to NAS problems. The Committee report states:

"Navy management has allowed these deficiencies to continue for ten years. The
committee questions why it should continue to fund such an ineffective organiza-
tion.... Navy management must understand that the committee will not tolerate this
continued inattention to NAS problems.-

The Committee deleted $100 million from the Navy's Operation and %
Maintenance budget request for fiscal year 1988, based on the results of
our review. The message was that an effective audit organization would .
have identified at least $100 million in potential monetary benefits f .m
its recommendations.

Objectives, Scope, and The former Chairman of the Subcommittee on Readiness. house Com-
omittee on Armed Services, asked us to review several aspects of NA,,

Methodology activities and operations. The request arose from congressional concerns .,
about the lack of significant findings and recommendations in N.*s audit i
reports and about the possible ineffective use of audit resources. The *-. ,,
specific review objectives were to evaluate NA.s's allocation of resources . "
to the various types of audits it conducts and to evaluate its effective-
ness by examining its audit report quality.

Page 9 G.AO AFMD-88-12 Limited Ffe tjvenew% of NW%
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Our examination of NAS'S allocation of resources focused on three areas:
the types of audits conducted; the staff days allocated to the various
types of audits conducted; and planned changes in the types of audits
conducted and in the Navy programs, activities, and functions reviewed.

Primary emphasis in our review of audit report quality was on evaluat- .LO

ing the accuracy and adequacy of audit evidence for reported findings,
conclusions, and iecommendations; determining whether audit reports 0
contain all significant findings, including potential monetary benefits,
identified during the audits; and analyzing the timeliness of audit report .

issuance.

To evaluate the independence of NAS, we reviewed the reporting struc-
ture between the auditor general and Navy management. We also a'.,

reviewed the establishment of the legal counsel position within NAS. In %
addition, we reviewed the role of military officers in YA.s.

To accomplish the audit objectives, we reviewed NAS policies and proce- I0.
dures for conducting audits. Applicable policies and procedures appear 0
in NAS's Naval Audit Handbook, NAS policy letters, and DOD instructions.
The Naval Audit Handbook and DOD instructions require compliance 01
with generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS). These
standards are prescribed by the Comptroller General of the United
States in Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs,
Activities, and Functions.

We first identified all NAS reports listed in the NAS management informa-
tion system as being issued from October 1. 1985, through March 31,
1986. We checked the accuracy of the NAS listing of audit reports issued
in the specified 6 months by selectively comparing it to the reports in
the NAS library; one report on the shelf was not included in the listing
provided to us. Despite this one omission, further work led us to believe
that the listing was otherwise complete. The NAS management informa-
tion system showed that NAS issued 176 audit reports during this period,
and we randomly selected a sample of 40 of those reports for review. To
ensure fair regional coverage, we selected 10 reports from each of the
four NAS regions with at least one potential monetary benefit reported

a" from each region. The selection was made by

• identifying all reports issued by each regional office and separating
them into those with and those without potential monetary benefits.

Page 10 GAO AFMD-98-12 Limited Effectiveness of NS
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* selecting 11 of the 22 reports that had potential monetary benefits by
choosing the two reports with the largest monetary benefits and ran-
domly selecting 9 additional reports, and -No

* randomly selecting an additional 29 of the remaining 154 audit reports
that did not have potential monetary benefits to yield a total of 10
reports for each region.

For each report, we interviewed and discussed all potential findings •
with auditors-in-charge or regional managers. In all cases where we
identified deficiencies, NAS had an opportunity to provide additional evi-
dence or other information to support the reports' findings, conclusions,
and recommendations or otherwise resolve our questions.

Finally, we reviewed NAS actual fiscal year 1986 and planned fiscal year 7 _1.
1987 staff allocations to the types of audits conducted and Navy pro- .%%e

grams, activities, and functions that were or would be audited. To obtain
NAS resource allocation information, we interviewed headquarters and "
regional office personnel. We also reviewed documentation on the types
of audits NAS conducts, the audit-hour allocations to each type of audit •
conducted during fiscal year 1986, and the planned allocations in fiscal ,,

year 1987.

We did not review operations of NAAS's Management Consulting Group. .,

This group performs a review function at the request of Navy manage-
ment and makes recommendations to correct identified problems. The -
Management Consulting Group is staffed by nine military officers and is
a very small part of the total NAS operations. Distribution of manage-
ment consulting reports is restricted to the requester.

We performed our review between February 1986 and May 1987 in 0
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. We
obtained official comments from the Department of the Navy on a draft ""
of this report and have incorporated the Department's comments, as
appropriate.

.....

"'a.'

% %%;
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1 Chapter 2

Audit Resource Utilization

V

A number of factors relating to resource allocation and utilization, and
deficiencies in the quality of audit conduct and reporting have impacted
the effectiveness of the NAS. NAS policies and procedurs in these areas
have resulted in few significant audit findings and potential monetary
benefits in audit reports. .

First, the previous auditor general had allocated 29 percent of audit
resources to single-activity audits which were unlikely to result in sig- S
nificant findings or potential monetary benefits. The current auditor
general reallocated resources in the fiscal year 1987 Annual Audit Plan
to more Navywide issues which we believe could identify systemic prob-
lems and recommendations.

Moreover, auditors in each of the NAS regional offices told us that their
skills have not been fully utilized. Auditors believe they are constrained
by requirements to use standardized audit programs and compelled to
complete every step in those audit programs, even when unwarranted.
Our review of 40 audit reports and supporting working papers provides
evidence of their perceived limitations. At the time of our audit, man-
agement had not changed the use of standardized audit programs. ',

Finally, Naval Audit Service effectiveness has also been impacted by %
serious deficiencies in conducting and reporting on audits. We discuss
our findings and recommendations on these issues in chapter 3.

Resource Allocation The previous auditor general dedicated 29 percent of available audit-
hours in fiscal year 1986 to single-activity audits, which determine com-
pliance with laws and regulations and which evaluate internal controls
at a single Navy activity. Activity audits are generally short-term audits S
that provide broad coverage of the activity but lack depth in audit
scope. It appears these audits result in few significant audit findings and
recommendations for improvements in Navy operations beyond address-
ing noncompliance with existing regulations.

The previous auditor general stressed the importance he placed on corn- 7-
pliance auditing as early as 1983 when he wrote to regional offices that
auditors are "not to 'appraise' the performance of the activity in accom- .
plishing its assigned mission, and I doubt that we could find anyone who 
cares about the auditors' opinion as to whether the assigned mission is
performed satisfactorily." Documents show that the previous auditor
general intended to devote 50 percent of the total NAS audit work load to
activity audits in fiscal year 1987.

Page 12 (AO AFMT)88-12 Limited Effectivenes of NAs
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Chapter 2
Audit Resource Utilization

1-M

The present auditor general, who assumed his position in January 1986,
revised the allocation of audit resources, reducing the level of resources
dedicated to activity audits in the fiscal year 1987 Annual Audit Plan to
6.8 percent. These resources have been shifted predominantly to func- -.

tional audits, which are audits of a particular function (such as procure- -"

ment or payroll), usually conducted at multiple sites. NAS believes these
audits should identify more Navywide deficiencies and potential mone-
tary benefits and lead to systemic recommendations. •

We believe the shift to more functional audits should lead to the identifi-
cation of more systemic recommendations. In turn, this may lead to an
increase in potential monetary benefits to be derived from NAS audit rec-
ommendations. This evaluation can be made only after the changes are
in place and audits are completed. However, as discussed in chapter 3,
we found deficiencies in multilocation audits conducted by NAS, such as
differences in scope and methodology among audit sites and a lack of
recommendations in summary reports prepared for Navy management.
These deficiencies must be corrected before additional functional audits -
will improve the effectiveness of NAS.

The audits, other than single-activity audits, conducted by NAS during %
fiscal year 1986 covered a variety of issues, such as the Navy's ship
modernization program, procurement, and operation of naval air rework
facilities. Although these issues could be productive audit topics, N.A-s

reported a very limited number of significant findings and potential
monetary benefits. We believe a number of factors contributed to the
lack of significant findings and recommendations in these reports,
including strict adherence to standard audit programs, time limitations
placed on audit work, and deficiencies in the quality of the audit work, .
as discussed in chapter 3.

Adherence to The Naval Audit Service has developed a series of standardized audit Ill.
programs which auditors are to use as guides in conducting audits, espe-Standard Audit cially for those audits conducted on a recurring basis. We believe stan-

Programs and Time dardized audit programs can be useful as basic guides for recurring
audits, provided that auditors are able to adapt the programs to specific .-Constraints audits and auditors are given flexibility to pursue tentative audit find-

ings. However, auditors and regional managers have interpreted guid-
ance from the prior auditor general as requiring completion of all audit
steps in standardized programs regardless of their utility. Time spent S
performing these audit steps prevents auditors from pursuing iiantici-
pated audit findings or from fully developing other findings.

Page 13 GAO AFMD-89-12 Iimited Fffeti*nes f NAo %S
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The previous auditor general issued a guidance letter to NAS regional
offices stating that auditors are to use selected steps in standardized
audit programs which are relevant to their specific audits and that audi-
tors are free to supplement the standardized audit program with addi-
tional steps. In a subsequent letter dated January 1983, the auditor A'

general reemphasized the importance he placed on the use of standard-
ized audit programs. lie wrote:

"Commencing with any audit starting from the date of this letter, every applicable 0
standard audit program is to be used on every periodic audit, and every applicable
audit step is to be performed. For continuous audits, the appropriate standard audit
program will be used for each audit."

Although the auditor general's letter refers to "applicable" programs 0
and audit steps, auditors in each NAS regional office told us that this
policy had been implemented to require strict compliance with standard-
ized audit programs.

During a May 1985 meeting between regional management and auditors-
in-charge in one region, auditors expressed concern to management over -V
this audit approach. A summary of discussions at the meeting states, %,.,%
"As a general consensus, it was concluded that a considerable amount of %

resources were being expended to complete audit guides and prepare ,
workpapers for areas which contained little or no audit potential." The
memo continued by stating, "Under the current perceived format, we
are basically providing audit guide coverage without devoting audit I->

emphasis to areas possibly having potential, but not included in an audit .-'.-

guide." (See Figure 2.1 for an excerpt of the NAS document.)

0

I.
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Chapter 2 %tzt-
Audit Resource Utization

Figure 2.1: Excerpt From Naval Audit
Service Memorandum of July 18, 1985,
Regional Office Conference 2 Audit findings and coverage

a. The ADs (assistant directors)/AICs (auditors-in-charge) are of the impression that
we are coverage oriented As such, emphasis has been placed on completing audit
guide steps (in many instances knowing that audit steps were being completed as a
matter of routine) without regard to placing emphasis on developing audit findings at
the expense of coverage. Special areas of consideration are

(1) Auditors no longer rewarded for findings or savings generated

(2) Auditors no longer bird-dog for unique or unusual areas not contained in audit
guides Primary emphasis is on completing audit guides

General Discussion. Prior to the agenda meeting it was generally agreed that auditors
thought all audit guide steps had to be completed Therefore, audit guide steps were
being completed when auditors and AICs knew that no audit potential would be
derived. In fact, because quality control reviews provide an emphasis on coverage,
AICs admitted during the conference that Southeast auditors were in fact over
documenting to ensure full compliance with Naval Audit Service intent Also, ADs and
AICs indicated that they were performing audit guide steps simply for the sake of
completing the steps, although reasonably assured that audit potential did not exist.
In the above instances, the ADs or AICs were quick to relate that they thought
completing all audit guide steps was what they were supposed to do After all, NAH %

(Naval Audit Handbook), par 201-5, specifically states that NAVAUDSVC (Naval Audit
Service) policy is that every applicable audit step in every applicable audit program "A_
will normally be completed on every audit Although the word normally is contained in
the reference, auditors were of the opinion that with minor exception all audit guide
steps had to be completed. Therefore, time was being expended for the
documentation process. which ultimately resulted in consuming total LOE (level of
effort or initial estimate of staff-hours needed to complete an audit) As such, time was ,

not expended for other unique areas not covered by audit guides With regard to
coverage versus findings, it was pointed out that the AICs primary interest was to
complete all audit guide steps within LOE constraints Therefore. the depth of
coverage required to develop quality type findings was not being expended In other %
words, there may be quality potential within an audit guide step. however, because of
the time required to complete audit guides assigned. AICs were unwilling to take a
chance on expending considerable amounts of time on one audit step at the expense .
of completing others Also, it was pointed out that auditors were for the most part. not
finding oriented but rather coverage oriented In this respect, it was easy to document %
audit guide steps It was not as easy to go those necessary extra steps to identify
audit potential that may have existed within the step After all. auditors were of the
impression that they were being rewarded for coverage not audit findings .•

%
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i

In summarizing the discussions of the meeting, the memo further stated:

"ADs and AICs were quick to relate that they thought completing all audit guide
steps was what they were supposed to do. After all, NAH, para. 201-5, specifically
states that Naval Audit Service policy is that every applicable audit step in every

applicable audit program will normally be completed on every audit. Although the
word "normally" (emphasis added) is contained in the reference, auditors were of -%

the opinion that with minor exception all audit guide steps had to be completed."

In our sample, standardized audit programs were not used for audits of
a non-recurring nature, such as audits done at the request of Navy man-
agement and multilocation audits. However, standard audit programs
were used in 19 of the 40 audits we reviewed. Auditors did not deviate
from the standard program in 12 of the 19 audits.

We did not review the individual standardized audit programs used by
NAS since the DOD/IG was planning a review of the use of standardized
audit programs by all DOD audit organizations. However, we do not
believe standardized audit programs should cause auditors to feel
restricted in the scope of work or the pursuit of significant issues identi-
fied during an audit. The current auditor general has not acted to
change the audit approach instituted by the previous auditor general.
We believe the auditor general should clarify NAS policy on the use of
standardized audit programs as general guides that should be supple- %
mented with additional audit steps, as appropriate, and that only appli-
cable audit steps should be completed when standardized audit
programs are used. Auditors should document their justification for not
completing any segment of the audit program.

The problems posed by strict adherence to standard audit programs ':¢''

have been compounded by auditors' perceptions that the estimated
number of staff-hours to complete each audit is an inflexible guideline.
Although the NAS handbook allows auditors to request additional hours,
auditors believe that making such requests would reflect negatively on
their ability and thus are reluctant to do so. Auditors expressed their
concerns to us and to NA.S management, and these concerns are "eflected
in another section of the previously cited memorandum:

"With regard to coverage versus findings, it was pointed out that the Al's primary
interest was to complete all audit guide steps within IPE constraints. Therefore, the %

depth of coverage required to develop quality type findings was not being expended. ,*-

In other words, there may be quality potential within an audit guide step: however.
because of the time required to complete audit guides assigned. Al's were unwilling
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to take a chance on expending considerable amounts of time oi one audit step at the
expense of completing others."

In our review of a sample of 40 NAS audit reports and working papers %

(see chapter 3), we found references to time constraints placed on com-
pleting 7 audits and to the fact that auditors reduced the audit scope as
they neared the limit of authorized staff-hours. In other cases, auditors
told us that some issues had not been fully developed and therefore
were not reported because the auditors could not exceed the time allot- AP,.X
ted for the audit.

We understand the necessity of establishing estimated staff-hours or -
staff-days to complete audit assignments as a management tool. How-
ever, we believe these estimates should be used as guidelines and should 0
not limit the ability of auditors to fully develop findings or complete the
scope of work assigned. Auditors should be able to request resources
beyond the initial estimates and those resources should be granted when
properly justified. We also believe the auditor general should reempha-
size the policy that allows for additional staff-hours to complete audits
when properly justified.

Impact on Potential One measure of the effectiveness of an audit organization is the poten-
tial monetary benefits to be derived from audit recommendations The

Monetary Benefits House Armed Services Committee has expressed concern over the
"extremely low" potential monetary benefits reported by NAS compared
to the internal audit organizations in other military services, and this
was one reason we were asked to review NAS. We believe that NAS poten-
tial monetary benefits have been comparatively low in recent years for
several reasons, including the concentration of resources on compliance
audits, the rigid adherence to standard audit programs that does not
allow auditors to pursue findings with potentially greater monetary ben-
efits, and a deemphasis by NAS headquarters on reporting monetary %At%

benefits. %

NAS efforts to identify monetary benefits had mixed results in 1986 and .
in the first half of fiscal year 1987. NAS auditors and managers told us
they believe the auditor general appointed in January 1986 has more %
interest in reporting potential monetary benefits. Potential monetary
benefits reported in fiscal year 1986 totaled $983 million, the highest for
NAS in the five DOD semiannual reports to the Congress between
March 31, 1985, and March .21, 1987. One audit which was requested by
top Navy management accounted for $699 million of these monetary
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benefits. The balance of $284 million is an improvement over the $6 mil- .,f
lion in potential monetary benefits reported by NAS in fiscal year 1985.
However, NAS'S report for the first half of fiscal year 1987 shows a sub-
stantial decrease in monetary benefits to $19 million.

Table 2.1 compares the level of potential monetary benefits reported by
the Army, Navy, and Air Force audit organizations in the DO inspector
general semiannual reports to the Corgress. 0

Table 2.1: Potential Monetary Benefits
Reported by Military Audit Organizations Dollars in millions

Six months ending: Navy Air Force Army

March 31, 1985 $3.6 $5892 $2248
September 30,1985 24 2420 3919 .
March 31, 1986 8170 2603 !,6000 '. ,

Septem ber 30, 1986 ..... _ 166 0 __ 902 0 968 0

March 31, 1987 190 581 5 3203

Note The authorized personnel levels for each of the internal audit organizations for fiscal year 1986 'I ",
were as follows Navy, 593, Air Force, 1.045. Army. 857

We did not validate the total monetary benefits reported by NAS or by .,..

the other military audit organizations, but our review of a sample of NAS

audit reports and working papers raised questions as to the reliability of
some of the monetary benefits reported by NAs for the 6-month period 0
ending March 31, 1986. Two reports in our sample contained unsup-
ported findings which had associated potential monetary benefits. For ..- ,..
example, a $33 million benefit claimed from the reduction of construc-
tion criteria for child care and enlisted dining facilities is not well sup-
ported. (See detailed discussion in chapter 3.) Because we believe these
findings were not adequately supported, the recommendations and asso-
ciated potential monetary benefits may be overstated.

On the other hand, some of the examples of unrepolrted findings and
recommendations described in chapter 3 would have had a positive .

impact on the potential monetary benefits claimed by N.,\s. For instance.
the $400,000 in uncollected accounts receivable which was "'ot reported 6
by NAS should have been reported with a $4)0.,(0 potential monetarv
benefit.

When NAs reports monetary benefits in audit rel)orts, these benefits are
to be related to applicable appropriations. The Navy ((mptroller
requires that all budget submissions be accompanied by a schedule of
audit findings and recommendations witi monetary benefits that have .

J .#
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been used in the budget preparation, The comptroller's staff told us that
compliance with this requirement is inconsistent. The comptroller's
budget analysts review budget submissions and the schedule of mone-
tary benefits.

In addition to the potential monetary benefits quantified in audit
reports, the comptroller's budget analysts told us they read audit
reports and identify monetary benefits beyond those claimed by audi- •
tors and agreed to by Navy management. The Navy comptroller notified
NAS that audit reports had been used in the fiscal year 1987 budget
development process to make adjustments of $22.3 million to the fiscal "
year 1986 budget and $25 million to the fiscal year 1987 budget request.
For example, NAs reported a "weakness in the accounting and control-
ling of Navy components undergoing repair at commercial contractor N,
plants and other military services repair centers. Navy understated
assets thus overstating procurement requirements." The comptroller
reported to us that the budget submission was reduced by $17.6 million
for fiscal year 1986 and $17.6 million for fiscal year 1987 based on this
NAS report although the NAS report did not identify any quantifiable
monetary benefits. In cases such as this, the comptroller does not ask - "
NAs for concurrence on the amount of the monetary benefits unless the
amount is "significant." Although we did not validate the monetary ben-
efits identified by the comptroller's budget analysts, we believe this
indicates a potential for NAS auditors to quantify monetary benefits
more frequently than has been done.

The present auditor general has increased resources dedicated to auditshe believes will identify more systemic problems within the Navy. The

effect of this redirection of audit resources will not be discernible until a
number of these audits have been completed. In addition, deficiencies
we found in the conduct of and reporting on multilocation audits (see
chapter 3) must also be improved.

In our opinion, potential monetary benefits are a byproduct of the effec-
tive use of audit resources. Monetary benefits identified in audit reports
should increase if NAS allocates its resources to significant issues and -'

eliminates time constraints and strict adherence to standard audit pro-
grams. These measures must be accompanied by improved quality in
conducting and reporting on audits, as discussed in chapter 3.

NAS management has implemented )olicies relating to use of standard-
ized audit programs and estimated time for completing audits in a way ,
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which has led to auditors restricting the scope of some audits and not '

reporting significant findings in other audits. To further improve the
overall effectiveness Of NAs and the reporting of potential monetary ben- .-
efits, the auditor general needs to clarify these policies to prevent -°,

restrictions on audit scope from occurring and to allow the pursuit of ..
additional audit issues. The auditor general's clarification may need to .?
be reinforced over time to ensure that changes are effective.

RecommedationsWe recommend that the auditor general .

" issue clarifications on the use of standardized audit programs for certain '.
types of audits and for segments of other audits, so that auditors are
able to pursue potentially significant issues identified during audits-.--.
even though these issues are not included in standardized audit pro-..,,
grams and .

" issue policy clarifications to ensure that authorized staff-hours for com-
pleting audits are viewed as flexible milestones which can be extended -.-
to allow for developing audit issues.

s ^'enc'"Comments a D OD provided official comments on a draft of our report. The complete-"°' .
text of the DOD comments is included in appendix 1. DOD concurred with

Our Evaluation the findings and recommendations in this chapter.

DOD responded that NAS has discontinued the use of standardized audit ...
programs, precluding the need for the recommended change in policy. -_., ,,

However, NAS could take more specific actions to implement our recom- ,-,
mendation relating to needed flexibility in staff-hour estimates for corn- ,,
pleting audits. The DOD response reiterates existing policy but does not
address the need to change auditors' perceptions that requesting addi-
tional staff-hours to complete audit work will reflect negatively on their
ability to complete assignments. .
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We identified reporting, evidence, and supervision deficiencies in 26 of ..
the 40 reports and related working papers reviewed. Our review of the
40 sample audit reports, related working papers, and discussions with
NAS personnel revealed that %

° working papers for 15 reports contained material audit findings which
were not included in the final audit reports, but which, in our opinion,
were well supported and should have been reported;

• 2 reports contained findings and recommendations that were not ade-
quately supported and should not have been reported without addi-
tional audit evidence; ,,

. NAS significantly delayed publishing audit reports to obtain management %
concurrence on findings and recommendations;

. 7 audit reports contained inaccuracies, including erroneous reporting of .,,,-,.
data, failure to identify repeat findings, and omission or partial report-
ing of significant information;

. 8 reports, some of which are included in the above figures, contained
inaccurately reported potential monetary benefits or did not report mon-
etary benefits which were identified by auditors; and

0 summary reports on multilocation audits contained findings not
reported to local management and did not make recommendations for
correcting systemic deficiencies.

U..nreprted Material Generally accepted government auditing standards require that written

audit reports be prepared to give the results of each government audit. % %Findings The standards say that written reports are necessary to (1) communi-
cate the results of audits to officials at all levels of government,
(2) make findings and recommendations less susceptible to misunder-
standing, (3) make findings available for public inspection, and (4) facil-
itate follow-up to determine whether appropriate corrective measures
have been taken.

The NAS Naval Audit Handbook requires reporting of material audit
findings. It states:

"Normally, all material audit findings will be reported in a single formal report An , 0

exception to this rule would be a material finding unrelated to the audit object s . .

which the auditor just happens to find, and which is directed to a command other
than the primary auditee. In this instance, the material finding will be reported sep-
arately in a formal report after consult ation with Naval Audit Service
Ileadquarters."
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The handbook details 15 criteria for judging the materiality of a finding.
Findings involving one or more of the conditions are usually considered
material and therefore are included in the formal audit report. For
example, the criteria include findings that

" describe material internal control weaknesses,
" involve net potential monetary benefits of $10,000 or more,
" describe substantial noncompliance with laws and regulations, and
" involve major inefficiencies in the use of resources or management of ".-

operations.

In 15 audits, NAS omitted at least one material finding from the final , "
audit report. Our analysis of the working papers showed the findings
were developed by the auditors and supported. ,,hs generally discussed
these findings with Navy management as audit "concerns" but did not
report them. The reasons material findings were not reported were not
documented in the working papers.

For example, during a multilocation review of debt collection efforts,
NAS auditors selected a sample of demand letters, representing funds due
to the government, that had been filed in a dead-letter file. The auditors
found 11 active demand letters totaling $403,882 which had been incor-
rectly filed and, consequently, not pursued. Auditors discussed the let-
ters with management at the closeout conference and recommended that
all dead letters be verified by the disbursing officer before filing. They
also suggested that management actively pursue collection of the
$403,882 identified in the 11 letters selected by the auditors. However,
this finding was not included in the audit report.'

NAS'S assistant deputy director in the regional office told us that the
finding was a local issue and not significant enough to be included in the R-
audit report. This finding meets NAS criteria for a material finding for
inclusion in the written report-a net potential monetary benefit of
$10,000 or more and a potential material internal control weakness.
Also, by not including the finding in a written report, N.-\s does not com-
ply with (;AGAS on presenting written findings; NAS (lid not communicate
the results to all officials, did not make the finding and recommendation
less susceptible to misunderstanding, did not make the finding available .''."
for public inspection, and did not facilitate follow-up actions to ensure
that appropriate corrective measures were taken.

.% _% .%IXehi ( 'olh'{t 'l, ii 5414 4. 1 "bq xnthvr 2.l .r I 5'.,4.
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In this and other cases, we found that the decision not to report findings . ', "
was made at various levels within NAS, including by auditors-in-charge,
by assistant directors and deputy directors in regional offices, and by .
managers at NAS headquarters. Based on our analysis, we could not iden-
tify valid reasons for their decisions not to report material findings, " "''
since the findings did meet criteria set out in the NA.s Naval Audit ,...
Handbook. "

One noteworthy reason for omitting a finding from an audit report was -e
given by an auditor who justified deleting a finding from a draft report -
by referring us to section 602 of the Naval Audit Handbook, which'",.
includes guidance on resolving differences between auditors and man- .,
agement on audit report findings. The handbook states that in evaluat-
ing unresolved issues, the "issue itself must also be sufficiently :.::-
significant to warrant action by higher management levels after report-
publication." The handbook continues by stating that if the difference x.:
cannot be resolved by correction of the report, the auditor general ,-..

requires that the issues be deleted from the published report and an .. .
explanation included in the audit work papers." The auditor told us that
the issue he deleted from the draft report, relating to local training ,.
needs, was not significant enough to require action by higher levels of "-

"-.

Navy management. Therefore, he deleted the finding, We believe this",-
language in the Naval Audit Handbook could be used as a basis for '
deleting any audit finding of a local nature if management disagrees"""
with the auditors.-

GAGA~s and the Naval Audit Handbook require the reporting of signifi- (..
cant audit findings. In most cases, NAS auditors did not document their -"
reasons for not reporting findings and recommendations developed dur-"-""
ing audits. Furthermore, in some cases personnel involved in these deci-
sions were no longer employed by NAS, making it even more difficult to %,
determine the reasons for not reporting findings. Regardless of the rea- .-,.
sons for dropping material findings, audit working papers should docu- """

ment the justification for not reporting material findings. .,,:

Unsupported Material .k require that auditors obtain sufficient, competent, and relevant...,-.
evidence to afford a reasonable basis for their judgments and conclu- -.''Findings sions. Auditors should carefully consider whether there is any reason to ...--

doubt the validity or completeness of their evidence. The standards also ""-
state that an audit report should "include only information. findings.
and conclusions that are adequately supported by sufficient evidence in
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the auditor's working papers to demonstrate or prove the bases for the
matters reported and their correctness and reasonableness."

Two of the reports we reviewed contained findings and conclusions that
were not adequately supported in the working papers. The auditors had % -
not gathered sufficient and competent evidence and, consequently, may %
have reached incorrect conclusions. As a result, the report recommenda- d .

tions also may have been inappropriate.

For example, the Principal Deputy, Assistant Secretary of the Navy,
Shipbuilding and Logistics, requested a review of various criteria used
for construction of Navy facilities. The audit report, which was
addressed to the commander of the Naval Facilities Engineering Cor-
mand (NAVFAC), stated that a space allowance of 75 gross square feet
(gsf) per child for construction of child care facilities is "excessive when .

compared with an allowance of 45 to 55 gsf used by two major child
care organizations which offer similar services." N.AL.; recommended t hat
NAVFAC "revise planning criteria factors to reduce space allowances for
child care centers from 75 to approximately 55 gross square feet lwr ..
child." NAS claimed a potential monetary benefit of $9.3 million for
reductions in child care facilities and, based on a similar recommenda-

tion, claimed $24 million for reductions in enlisted dining facilities. Tht,
cost avoidance was based on construction between fiscal years I18; antd
1991.

The evidence on which this report was based was incomplete and illtf- F % 0

ficient. NAS issued this report after preliminary work and did not corn- %
plete its review of the planning criteria. NAS obtained information m the

size of private sector child care facilities through one telephone call t '
each of two facilities. 0

In replying to the audit report, NAVFAC officials stated:

"Both private and federal standards for child care centers specify a mininii ct [lilt

area of 35 square feet per child. The gsf allowance becomes a fut iti o of lt, tvpc
of services planned which exceed a basic custodial type service."

Although NAS reported that NAVFA(c concurred with the re('commendat ion.
NAVFAC in fact agreed only to study the planning (riteria before making
any changes.

-A.',sing the Valldi of I 'lannig 'rit vr a KitI rs I sd fr N v. ('onsnt nit 'tit I ' ',i :t I ,
IFvbniar, 21. I t986).
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There was nothing in NA.S working papers to indicate that auditors were
aware of the comparable 35 net square feet per child standard for pri-
vate and federal child care centers. There was no evidence in the work-
ing papers that NAS had reviewed those factors which differentiate gross
and net square feet calculations. Also, there was no evidence that audi-

tors verified the 55 gross square feet criteria used by the private sector
beyond the telephone calls to two child care providers.

Similar weaknesses existed in NAS'S evaluation of the planning criteria
for enlisted dining facilities. NAS selected two dining facilities to deter-
mine actual use by calculating the average meals served based on 3
meals a day, 30 days a month. NAvXAC, however, uses the average meals
served for the noon meal. NAN'FAC notes that the noon meal, the peak
usage meal, must be used as a size criteria for various reasons AS did
not consider. For instance, local commanders have the authority to
require service men and women to eat on base, and the dining facility
must be able to serve the required number of meals in that event. N.-

regional management has acknowledged that the method of determining ".
enlisted dining hall use was invalid, that the audit work was limited, and
that the dining facilities chosen for their survey mayI not have been
typical. -%

NAIS officials agreed that there was insufficient audit work and evidence
to support the recommendations to reduce the size of child care facilities
and enlisted dining facilities. N.A-s also agreed that a more realistic recom-
mendation would have been for NAVNA" to study the size criteria for
these two kinds of facilities. .4s a result of the NAyFAC studies, the size of
child care and enlisted dining facilities could possibly be reduced.

Another instance of an unsupported finding occurred when NA."S reported S
that maternity patients were being referred to civilian medical facilities
because of a lack of sufficient professional staff at the Navy hospital,

*- although sufficient capacity existed at the Navy hospital to accommo-
date these patients. The report concluded that $ 1.25 million in unneces-
sarv referral costs could be eliminated by negotiating contractual
agreements with civilian doctors to use the Navy hospital facilities for
maternity deliveries.

In reaching this conclusion and recommendation. Nx.s did not contact the, %

Naval Medical Command to discuss the feasibility of implementing the
recommendation. The auditor-in-charge told (;.xv that the audit team

failed to adequatel r consider the number ot support staff, such as
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nurses, who would be required, as well as the associated costs to imple- %
ment the recommendation. After the report was issued, NAS auditors
returned at the request of the Navy hospital staff to do additional audit
work. This work was proceeding at the time of our review.

NAS does not have an adequate internal control procedure which would ..'

prevent issuance of unsupported audit findings. One such control proce- R

dure is "report referencing," a process that checks the adequacy of evi- S
dence supporting an audit report. The NAS referencing policy requires
"that someone independent of the audit team verify cross-references in 10.

draft reports to the work papers" but does not require the referencer to d,
independently verify the accuracy of figures in the report, to verify that
findings are adequately supported by working papers, or to verify that V

conclusions and recommendations logically flow from the support. In
addition, not all of the draft reports in our sample were completely ref-
erenced. In fact, for one draft audit report that reportedly was refer-
enced by NAS, the referencer review sheet noted that the draft report
was not cross-indexed to the working papers.

Reporting unsupported findings may have a negative impact on an audit
organization as well as on the auditee. Auditees and other users of audit
reports may begin to question the usefulness of reports and the compe-
tence and degree of reliance that they should place on the audit organi-
zation and its future reports. In addition, unsupported findings and
recommendations can mislead management into taking unnecessary or
counterproductive actions to correct the findings. We believe the auditor -

general should issue a revised policy on report referencing to require
independent verification of facts used in audit reports to include a ".r.
review of the accuracy of data, the adequacy of support, and the logic of .,

conclusions and recommendations. When draft reports differ from
working papers or are not adequately supported by working papers.
detailed notations should be made to show the disposition of the ..

differences.

Delays in Report GAGAS state that audit reports shall include pertinent views of responsi-
ble agency officials on audit findings, c )nclusions, and recommenda-

Publication To Get tions. Management comments are a means of ensuring t hat the atidit

Management report is fair, complete, and obJe(tive. (.\, require repol to be issi ue(
in a timely manner in order to maximize use Of information. In a(t(tition.Agreement Office of Management and Budget circular \-50. "A\udit FollowN-I ')."

provides a process for resolving differ~e ctes bet wec| managcmcnt and k
auditors after report ptublication.
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NA.s efforts to get management agreement on audit recommendations
goes beyond the requirement to get management comment on findings,
conclusions, and recommendations. NAS provides Navy managers with
drafts of individual findings and recommendations as they are devel-
oped, and management responds informally to this information. At the
conclusion of the audit, management receives the draft audit report and
by NAS policy is given 30 days to provide formal comment on the report
findings and recommendations.

If management disagrees with any section of the draft report. regardless
of how well-supported the findings may be. NAS provides the draft to
progressively higher levels of Navy management in an attempt to
resolve differences. This practice of obtaining management agreement
has led to cases of )rolonged discussions with management, from local -
to top command levels, and has caused inordinate delays in report issu-
ance. Thus, NAs delaved publication of six reports in our sample from 6
to 15 months while trying to get management agreement on audit find-
ings and recommendations. By contrast, Navy management agreed to all
findings and recommendations in 6 of the 40 reports we reviewed, and 0
NAS. published the reports 2-1,4 to 5-1,12 months after presenting the
draft report to management. Finally. .vs has deleted or changed some
findings or recommendations to get management agreement on the draft
report, without additional facts or support in working papers to justify
the deletions or changes.

For example, following 10 months of audit work. NAS gave management
a draft of the report eventually issued Ls Standard Accounting and
Reporting System Controls ( T30084. November 5, 1 9q5 )..Maiagemn.
disagreed with all of the report's f; findings and 1D recommendations:
NAS, therefore, held a series of discussiols wit h management, btl audli-
tors did not document the content of these discussions. \AS llblishted
the report 15 months after manageenut received the initial draft report
but did not report three of the findings and seven of the
recommendat io is.

In another case. .. \s (Irafted a report . event ially issued as Selected -
Aspects of Family ilotusing Maintenawc. I 'hit I'roperty. Accouniting,
Property Disposal, Bu (dgeting. and )ishursing at Naval \Veapmis ('Center.
China Lake. ( al ifInia ( A 1 (6394, N veriih r ,I 19W5 ). afiter -4 i m tlhs (it,
audit work, M anagenient disagreed wit h U(' (tidraft reprt firtin(ling and ... ,'
recommendation . Nr*\s rewr( te the finding ld ;again llpr'sented it o m-
agement for comment. Navy mnangeellient did llot eil(tiir on Ihe rewrit -

ten finding and reconelln(dalion. Althmgh illditors nImt(l t hat lie
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disputed finding was discussed with Navy management, they did not
document the content of these discussions. NAS published the report 14
months after the initial draft report was given to management and did
not report the disputed finding. Figure 3.1 provides a summary of the
finding and recommendation deleted from the draft report.

Figure 3.: Summary of Finding and
Recommendation Deleted From Draft
Report After Management Disagreement NAS auditors found that the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California, had two

budget offices, and that some functions within those offices were duplicative Auditors.
drafted the finding and recommended that the two budget offices be integrated to
promote continuity between budget formulation and execution ~

Naval Weapons Center management disagreed with the finding and recommendation
Following normal policy for all findings and recommendations with which management
disagrees, the regional office sent the draft finding and management response to NAS
headquarters for review The director of operations. NAS headquarters. believed the '

N, NAS finding and recommendation were valid and suggested that the finding be
revised to include a potential recurring cost avoidance of $1 16.000 obtainable through
reduction of three or four personnel positions

The NAS regional office revised the finding to include the potential cost avoidance and%
again submitted it to management for comment Management disagreed with the
finding stating that the two budget offices serve two different levels of Naval Weapons
Center organizations%

N''

The NAS regional deputy director made the decision to drop the finding and
recommendation because he believed there was inadequate evidence to overcome
Naval Weapons Center s disagreement The regional assistant director who was
responsible for this audit disagreed with the decision The NAS director of operations
who reviewed the draft at NAS headquarters also disagreed with the decision to drop
the finding and was not aware that the finding was deleted from the report until his
discussion with us We also believe the finding was well-supported and should have
been included in the final report

%

When management in the audited organization disagrees with a specific .7
finding or recommendation in a draft audit report but does not have
additional data to disprove auditors' facts or conclusions, we believe N.A

should report the finding and recommendation as an unresolved issue
and include management's reasoning in t lie audit report. Circular A-5(
provides for resolution of the issues by higher management. however
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NAS deletes or changes the finding or recommendation to get manage-
ment agreement on the draft report.

In order to prevent delays in issuing future reports and to adequately
address unresolved issues, we believe the auditor general should issue a
revised NAS policy requiring responses only from management at the
audited activity or others responsible for implementing audit recommen-
dations. Management agreement or disagreement with findings should •
be included in audit reports. Getting management agreement on findings %
and recommendations should not be given precedence over the policy
for getting management comments. The circular A-50 resolution process
could then be effectively implemented.

e-.5

Inaccuracies and GAGAS state that the need for accuracy in audit reports is based on "the
need to be fair and impartial in reporting and to assure readers that

Other Problems in what is reported is reliable." %
Audit Reports .*

Seven of the 40 audit reports we reviewed contained inaccuracies and

other problems, including factually incorrect data in 4 reports, material
findings reported as nonmaterial in 1 report, and repeat findings not
identified as such in 2 reports and therefore not reported to higher
levels of management as required by NAS policy. The inaccuracies we
found are attributable to the auditors-in-charge who conducted the work
and/or the assistant directors involved in providing instructions and -
reviewing audit working papers and reports.

For example, NAS conducted audits at nine shipyards to determine
whether the shipyards complied with Naval Sea Systems Command -.
(NAVSEA) policies regarding overtime and borrowed labor. Individual S
audit reports were prepared for each site, including one we reviewed for -

the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. % % %

The draft report stated that "the direct overtime percentage (percentage
of overtime hours to total direct hours) was 13.4 percent" at the ship-
yard while the NAVS EA goal was 7 percent. The auditor who calculated --
the 13.4 percent overtime rate used a formula included in NAVSEA policy.
The NAs acting assistant director in the regional office calculated the
percentage using an incorrect formula but one that was consistent with
that used in a similar report being drafted for the Philadelphia shipyard.
lie therefore changed the rate in the draft report to 11.8 percent .
Because NAS headquaters had not provided clear guidance on how the

,.a .fil
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overtime rate was to be calculated, the reports on the Portsmouth and
Philadelphia shipyards contained understated overtime percentages.

Such inaccuracies may not only mislead and confuse management but .

also raise concerns as to the competency and abilities of the auditors ., *
and the usefulness of NAS products. Navy management may view reports
as unreliable and may tend to resist implementing audit recommenda-
tions in the future. •

In addition to needed improvements in supervision which we discuss
later in this chapter, we believe that the auditor general should revise
NAS policies and procedures on report referencing to require verification 4..%

of reported facts. This should prevent inaccuracies in NAS audit reports.

%.-,
Deficiencies in GAGAS specifically address the need for careful coordination of audit

activities during multilocation audits to ensure that work is coordinated
Multilocation Audits and review techniques are uniform. .' .

Our sample of 40 audit reports included 2 types of reports issued by N.xs .'.

as a result of multilocation audits-local and summary reports. Local
reports are issued to managers at each of the audit sites included in the "-

audit, detailing deficiencies and mak-ing recommendations specific to
that site. Summary reports for an audit are written by NAS headquarters
and summarize the content of local reports for top Navy management,
but they do not include recommendations.

We found deficiencies unique to multilocation audits and their associ- ,
ated local reports. -

First, despite the need for coordination and uniform audit techniques.
\.Xs headquarters did not provide consistent guidance to the various
audit sites in each of the three multilocation audits we reviewed. We
found differences in the scope of work. time periods covered, types of
transact ions to he audited, and met hodology.

Second, N\S slmnnilarv reports (lid not contain recommendations, , ,

alt hough they summarize significant issues for top Navy management.
(;A..s st ate that audit reports shluld contain recommendations when-

ever significant improvement in audited entities is possible. Reconmmen-
dations should be mad(e to effect compliance with laws or regulations
when audit rs report significant inst ances of noncompliance.
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For example, a summary report on major procurement addressed to the :-
commander of the Naval Supply Systems Command did not include rec-
ommendations despite its conclusion:

"Based on our study and evaluation of the internal control system in the major pro- . ,,'.
curement and contract administration areas, controls were not sufficient, in our
opinion, to prevent or promptly detect material errors or irregularities in -

operations. -0

Instead of making a recommendation to correct this problem, the sum-
mary report states that "management responses (at each of the supply
centers) indicated that satisfactory corrective action was taken or is
planned on all recommendations" in the local reports. The report con-
cludes: "Since the commands took or planned actions to correct the dis- S

crepancies noted, no further action is required." However, we found
that not all findings in summary reports were included in local audit
reports. In these instances, the summary report's assurance that satis-
factory management actions were taken or planned is a false assurance.

As an example, the summary report on major procurement concluded
that supply centers at Charleston, San Diego, Norfolk, and Puget Sound
"excessively used negotiated procurements when other preferred pro-
curement methods were available." Although supported in the working
papers we reviewed, this was not included in local reports to supply
center commanders at San Diego, Norfolk, or Puget Sound with recom-
mendations to improve operations. The auditor prepared the summary '.' -
report based on his telephone conversations with auditors at each site. , -.
However, since findings were not reported to supply center management
at San Diego, Norfolk, and Puget Sound, corrective actions would not be
planned or taken.

Moreover, actions by local management may not correct deficiencies
which are systemic in nature-the kinds of deficiencies one would
expect to be reported in a summary report to top Navy management.
The example of major procurement demonstrates that the command
may have a systemwide problem since four of the six supply centers
have excessively used negotiated procurements. NAs did not make rec-
ommendations to the command on how to improve supply center per-
formance in this area.

Many of these problems with multilocation audits can be attributed to
the .NAs policy for issuing local and summary reports on these audits.
The auditor-in-charge at ,,M headquarters is responsible for writing the

%
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summary report based on the content of local audit reports. However,
the auditor-in-charge does not review working papers that support local
reports and does not review draft local reports before they are issued.
Consequently, auditors at each site may consider some issues as nonma-
terial and not report them, but the headquarters auditor-in-charge may
view the same issues as material and include the issues in the summary
report. In the example of the major procurement audit we discussed ear-
lier, the auditor-in-charge included some issues in the summary report S
that were not in the local report because he had discussed the issues
with auditors at each site on the telephone. He had not reviewed their
supporting working papers, and the local auditors did not consider the
issues material for inclusion in the local report.

The accuracy of multilocation audit reports could be improved by
strengthening quality control requirements, such as referencing, in NAS.
The NA.S policy on conducting and reporting on multilocation audits
could be revised to require that the auditor-in-charge responsible for
preparing the summary report review and approve all draft local audit
reports before they are issued. This should ensure that the issues con- S
sidered material for the summary report are included in local audit %'%

reports where appropriate. We believe the revised policy should also
include the requirement that, when appropriate, summary reports
should include recommendations to correct systemic deficiencies
reported to top Navy management.

GAGAS state that the "most effective way to ensure the quality and expe-Deicecis ndite the progress of an assignment is by exercising proper supervision....
Supervision Supervision adds seasoned judgment to the work done by less exile-

rienced staff and provides necessary training for them." ;..\S further
provide that supervisors review the work of staff to ensure conform-
ance with audit standards, that working papers adequately su)port
findings and conclusions, and that audit objectives are met. Supervisory
reviews should be documented and retained.

Inadequate supervision at various levels of NAS contributed, in tottal orf
in part, to the problems that we found in audit ('onduict and r-eporting.
Supervisory deficiencies included inadequate review and control of th"
work performed and conclusions reached by audit staff and l)() o l1(lg- "
ment in changing reports or deleting findings from audit reTpo-rts"
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During our review of gAS audit reports and working papers, we found
that supervisors had deleted 20 findings from 10 reports after discuss-
ing the written draft findings with management for comment. Among
the reasons given for deleting findings were that evidence was insuffi-
cient, auditors used the wrong criteria in evaluating performance, and
management was aware of the problem and taking action. We believe
audit supervisors should review findings and supporting working
papers and make these judgments before giving the findings to Navy S
management for comment. Management confidence in auditors' capabili- 'r

ties could be eroded by a series of unsupported and inaccurate conclu-
sions given to them for comment.

We believe the auditor general should issue a policy specifically requir-
ing supervisors to review all audit findings and recommendations before -.S

requesting management comment, to ensure that findings and conclu-
sions are adequately supported.

In our discussion of unreported findings earlier in this chapter, we cited
15 audit reports with working papers which included findings which we
believe were adequately supported and should have been included in the
audit reports. NAIS supervisors justified excluding these findings from
the reports because the findings were outside the scope of the audit, the I
findings lacked sufficient support, and the recommendations were weak. .% F

We were unable to determine why NAS supervisors made these decisions. -
Hlowever, the result is that NAS did not report a number of material find-
ings and issued some inaccurate reports. In its November 1986 report on
NtAS,' the Doi Office of Inspector General concluded that supervisors
were "lax in meeting their responsibilities or were not sufficiently
knowledgeable in performing their duties." 'he l, )[) inspector general
recommended that the auditor general provide supervisory training %

.* courses for regional supervisors and auditors-in-charge, concentrating
on the supervisor's role in audit performance and reporting.

In responding to the recommendation of the IM)I) inspector general, the
auditor general disagreed that supervisors and managers in NAS "cate-

A.gorically lack commitment and require supervisory training." The audi-

tor general said this may be the case in a minority of instances and .\s -

would isolate those (cases and provide necessary training. The auditor
general added that \.,\s would take actions through other functions (such

'P n .iit.\ ,rn Rv,%% t iA\ A Fi )- -r 2\ ii7 f1(11 i , I f I 98
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as the performance appraisal process and disciplinary actions) when ,

'.-Cternn isntte3nwr

general show that NAS supervisors could benefit from training in the '".
supervisory function, and we believe that such training should be pro- "-
vided. We also believe that the auditor general's approach of identifying '--
individual supervisors for specific training and using performance

appraisals and disciplinary actions is a viable supplement to the general
training Of NAS supervisors. ,.

Conclusions An audit organization's credibility and effectiveness are directly related 0i,

to the quality of its work and the accuracy and completeness of the•
resulting reports. At Ngas, we found that serious deficiencies existed in i,:

26 of 40 reports and in the related audit evidence. These deficiencies ,.
were in the areas of unreported material findings. unsupported findings .,
and inaccuracies in audit reports, and the need for management concur-

rence on a]) findings and recommendations before report publication. We 0
believe that revised policies and improved supervision could have elimi- v.
nated manv of these deficiencies.""

*.:,-.

We believe that te seriousness and frequenc of noncompliance with %
GAGAS indicates that NAS professional staff should be trained on smpli-
ance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

iTo ensure that all material findings are reported by A auditors, we
vided. recommend that the auditor generals p h i n

clarify AS policy orn when findings and re(mendsaion psrfo le -

deleted from draft reports and )'"
issue NA.S policy requiring all auditors to) include in wo(rkinig patpers a ,-.'detailed explanation of nhy findings and recpmmendains are gnrt In
draft or final audit reports. "'.

To ensure that audit retorts reebilit anduefant veess ae(ite ,tl lnte g

evidence, we also recommend tha the asditor geiieralncis-eistd.i

issue a policy requiring supervisr rviv audit evidence. Tmhesd redi c-i
Ommendatis beftre reqrest an tageneed formel, Iman1agem e on ul
findings andd cnclusions are amenquatlin bulqpwrtefo . t b io W
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*strengthen quality controls over audit reports by developing and imple-,, .""

menting a mechanism, such as effective referencing, and
*initiate a program of prepublication review of draft audit reports in AS...

headquarters, at least for the more significant reports to be issued by "
A~S regional offices, to ensure that audit reports are complete and accu- :'"

rate. This review process should continue until a consistently high qual--? '

ity is achieved in audit reports. ,.,

To obtain management comments on draft findings and recommenda- ,.
tions and to eliminate delays in issuing audit reports, we recommend .
that the auditor general revise NAS policy to

*require comments only from management of the audited organization or•

others directly responsible for implementing audit recommendations and ..-

% %

*state clearly that report issuance will not be delayed to get concurrence .,
from Navy management on draft findings and recommendations. When ,.
management disagrees with audit findings and recommendations, mAS

should evaluate its supporting evidence and change findings and recoi-

mendations only when additional information can be presented by man-
agement to invalidate audit conclusions and recommendations as

presented in draft reports.

To improve the consistency between local and summary reports issued

after multilocation audits, we recommend that the auditor general issue

.gAS policy to require

audit guidelines on multilocation audits providing identical audit scope
and methodology for the individual audit sites, .eomnai- -

* review of draft local audit reports by the auditor-in-charge who will be ,.
preparing the summary report for issuance to top Navy management,

and ".
recommendations to top Navy management on actions to be taken to cor- ,cm.tn..

rect or eliminate the systemic deficiencies reported in summary reports. ..-

To improve overall compliance with generally accepted government "-.
auditing standards, we recommend that the auditor general require that

all auditors, supervisors, and managers in both regional offices and --

headquarters attend training that emphasizes generally accepted go -

aement auditing standards and, in particular, the standards for super-

vision, eviden(ce, reporting, and due professional (are g-.a i
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'

Agency Comments and In commenting on a draft of this report, DE)D concurred with all findings 01'

and recommendations in this chapter. Many of the recommendations
Our Evaluation have been implemented, based on our briefing of the auditor general and

his staff on the results of our review. N.4s has revised its handbook to
require (1) proper documentation of decisions not to report audit find-
ings and (2) documentation of the supervisory role in these decisions. In
addition, NAS has instituted an improved report referencing procedure
and has increased the number of regional office and headquarters S
reports selected for prepublication reviews. If properly implemented, ,%
these changes should adequately address our concerns.

We also recommended that the auditor general revise .AS policy to state ,
clearly that report issuance will not be delayed to obtain concurrence
from Navy management on draft findings and recommendations. .

Although the DOD response indicates actions that may improve the time-
liness of issuing reports, such as simultaneous distribution of draft
reports to all recommendation addressees, it does not state that the po.-
icy of obtaining management agreement on draft reports will be clarified
to require management comment. Our report makes a clear distinction _
between the need to get management comment and the practice of get-
ting management agreement on findings and recommendations. We
believe NAS should issue a clear policy statement that reports will be %
issued with management comments, even if those comments disagree
with the findings and recommendations.

..P
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Chapter 4

Audit Independence ..-..-

Generally accepted government auditing standards require that audit
organizations and individual auditors "be free from personal or external
impairments to independence, must be organizationally independent,
and shall maintain an independent attitude and appearance." Indepen-
dence is necessary to ensure that "opinions, conclusions, judgments, and
recommendations will be impartial and will be viewed as impartial by
knowledgeable third parties." GAGAS emphasize that auditors should N
consider "whether there is anything about their situation that might 0
lead others to question their independence." The perception of a lack of
independence can be as harmful to the effective operation of an audit
organization as situations where a lack of independence has been
established.

P16
Three conditions exist at NAS that could cause a perception of impaired •
independence:

" the relationship between NAS and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
the Navy for Financial Management. ,

" the rotational appointment of military officers as deputy auditor general 0
and NAS regional office directors, and ,7%-

" efforts to get management concurrence on audit findings and recommen-
dations before report publication.

-- "'

Relationship With the GAG state that auditors' independence "can be affected by their place S
within the structure of the government entity to which they are

Office of the Assistant assigned." To ensure maximum independence. G;Ax;. state that the audit

Secretary organization should be "located outside the staff or line management
function of the unit under audit."

Although the auditor general reports to the I'nder Secretary of the .
Navy, NAS has maintained ties with the Office of the Assistant Secretary .
of the Navy for Financial Management (the assistant secretary also
serves as the comptroller), a relationship which could he perceived as an
impairment to NAS independence. Specifically.

" NAs receives technical advice from the office (f the assistant secretary,
" a member of the assistant secretary's staff, who had no prior audit

experience, was named auditor general of the Navy, and
" the NAS legal ('ounsel re)orts to and is rated by the legal counsel fo'r the

assistant secretary.

-V
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Arthur Andersen and Co. issued a report in 1983 following an evalua-
tion of NAS'S ability to perform its mission effectively and efficiently.
The Arthur Andersen report notes that the auditor general received
technical advice from the then-Deputy Under Secretary (Financial Man-
agement). The report further states that the auditor general's seeking
technical advice from the under secretary could create "an unwarranted
image of inadequate technical auditing competence within Ns. Further,
it could be viewed by those outside the NAs as impairing N.AS' indepen-
dence." The report recommended that the relationship between the two
organizations be discontinued.

We found that NAIS continues to receive technical advice from the current

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Financial Management, which
includes advice related to findings involving financial matters. We
believe this creates the perception of a lack of independence in reaching
audit opinions, conclusions, judgments, and recommendations.

.4._

One of the reports in our sample illustrates this potential problem.

Auditors at NAS issued a report stating that the Space and Naval War-
fare Systems Command improperly issued project orders' to its field
activities in fiscal years 1982 and 1983. These project orders obligated
Operation and Maintenance, Navy, funds, which are annual appropria-
tions, but the funds provided through the project orders were not spent
until the following fiscal years. The report concluded that the command
improperly extended the availability of $56.8 million in expired fiscal
year 1982 and 1983 Operation and Maintenance, Navy, funds.

In response to the report, the Office of the Comptroller of the Navy said
the Navy comptroller's manual would be changed to clearly authorize
the use of project orders to fund field activities, a practice which NAS

had previously reported as improper. The NXS legal counsel wrote to the
auditor general that the proposed change to the comptroller's manlual
constituted a deviation from accel)ted ix)i) accounting procedures and
therefore needed to be approved by the Assistant Secretar- of Defense -.-

(who also serves as the comptroller). Following discussions with staff
from the Navy Office of the Comptroller, NAs (lid not raise the issue to

the Ix)I) level for review and the con 1 itroller's manual was changed tot:

su~tnw iirgiuimatin I kit w-o iiunudid 1)\ I lit u:, i; o q'uT I 1i
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.
authorize this funding procedure. We were unable to determine why \AS '
did not elevate this issue to the [)oD level. 0

In preparing this same audit report, auditors drafted a finding that "on
28 September 1983 there was an apparent $4.5 million Section 3679 (31
USC 1341) (Anti-Deficiency Act) violation that must be reported." The
apparent violation resulted from the improper extension of funds
beyond the fiscal year. We were told that NAS discussed this issue with 0
the Office of the Comptroller staff, but the content of this conversation
was not documented. We could not identify why NAS did not report this
apparent Anti-Deficiency Act violation.

We believe the technical advice received from the assistant secretary's
office was not only incorrect but also creates the perception of impairing 0
audit independence. NAS should have included the possible Anti-Defi-
ciency Act violation in the audit report with a recommendation that the .
Office of the Comptroller determine if such a violation did occur and. if
so, report the violation as required by law. .

A second tie to the assistant secretary's office was create(d in January
1986 when the Deputy Secretary of the Navy appointed a member of the

comptroller's staff as the Navy auditor general. This appointment could

create the perception of a lack of independence since, as GAGAS state, a .

personal impairment to independence could exist if an auditor has had
"previous involvement in a decisionmaking or management capacity

that would affect current operations of the entity 01r program being
audited." Many NAS audits involve budget. accounting, and financial
management issues which are governed by the Office of the Assistant
Secretary and the comptroller.

In addition, the NAS legal counsel is selected by. reports to. and is rated .

bv the counsel for the Navy comptroller, wit hin the Office of the Assis-
t ant Secretary for Financial Management. In its 1986 report, the I <)I) J

inspector general cited this reporting struictutire as an inil)airment to \.\s
independence since the NAS counsel "is act ually under the cont rol" iff the •

counsel of the Navy comptroller while \.\S "audits fiscal fluicti()ms under
tile policy direction and oversight f tlie ('omptr(llr of the Navy-

By contrast, the auditor gei ,'ral of the Air Force receives legal (()ounsl,
from the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force. The Army \udit
Agency. the most indelpen(e't structure of t lie t hree militlary audit ser-
vices, has its own legal counsel who is hired hy ar(l reports s()lely to He
auditor general.
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Additionally, (;AGAS take note of the unique position of internal auditors, ""
such as NA. stating that to ensure independence, auditors should be :"

"sufficiently removed from political pressures" and, when feasible.
should be tinder a personnel systemn where comtpensation, training job -,-

tenure, and advancement are based solely oil merit." Since these audit- "",.
ing standards pertain to the audit organization ats a whole, the standards """

also apply to the .NAS legal counsel. We belie-,,( the reporting structure .,
for the N'AS legal counsel creates the appearance of impairing NAS's
independence.

%ANa'.U

Use of Military In our 1977 report, we recommended that the Secretary of Defense .1

Ofiesstrengthen the internal audit function within the Navy by directing the 0Officers Secretary of the Navy to redesignate the positions of auditor general. ,).

deputy auditor general, and directors of regional offices as civilian po(si- """
tions. In response, the Secretary of the Navy converted the auditor gen- ,-.
eral position to a civilian position in 1980; however, the other positios -,
remain designated for military officers. We made, similar rec'ommenda - ",.,
tions for the audit organizations in the Army and Air Force., The Army 0
Audit Agency has designated the positions of auditor general. deputy,-.,
auditor general and regional directors as civilian. Air Fo)rce, Audit
Agency has established a career field for military auditors who) do no)t ,
serve on a rotational basis but whose careers are primarily in the audit , ,
agency. *4'

The possible impairment to independence of the audit organization is .-
based on the fact that military officers fill audit management po)sitions " ,
on a temporary basis and later return to line positions in he military,.•
Consequently, it is possible for officers to) be responsible l'or aud~it .,,

reports on those military units front which they,, were recently assigned
or to which they will be assigned. It is further possible that it superio}r
officer whose unit is being audited could subsequently sit oil the pronlo- ,"
tion board for officers responsible for the audits. -,

Arthur Andersen and Co. notes in its repo(rt that the regional direc'tors ,
and deputy directors "should have a strong kno)wledge and in-depth
experience in auditing and acco)unting princ'iples and lprac'tices. ('()i-

a.'%

tinuity in these positions is impo)rtant, and both should be filled by indi- ,-,
viduals with a career path in financ'iallyv related activities.- Knowledge -"

_'Why thle Army Shoulld St rvngi hwn its In 4-nal \1 il Vi in. i, i , l"G N,[)-77 -49 .h i i\ 26 19 77, •
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and experience in auditing and accounting principles and practices has
not been a requirement for filling the regional director positions.

The DOD inspector general report took exception to the Navy's practice
of filling the deputy auditor general and regional director positions in
NAS with Supply Corps and line officers, and Marine Corps officers. The
report concluded that these officers are "not usually trained and profi-
cient in auditing standards. techniques and procedures." 0

We agree with these comments from the Arthur Andersen and Co. and
DOD inspector general reports. The Navy could strengthen its internal
audit function by establishing permanent managerial positions within
NAS to be filled by individuals who are trained and experienced in audit-
ing and accounting principles and practices. We also believe the percep-
tion of impairment to NAS independence remains as long as military
officers rotate into management positions within the audit organization.
unless steps are taken to ensure that they (1) have knowledge and
experience in auditing and accounting, (2) will not be responsible for
audits of those units from which they were recently assigned, and (3) _
are not likely to be subsequently assigned to work for a superior officer
whose unit is subject to audit.

Management GAGAS state that an audit is adversely affected and the auditor will not
have complete freedom to make an independent and objective judgment 0

Agreement on Audit if there is external "authority to overrule or to influence the auditor's

Findings and judgment as to the appropriate content of an audit report or selection of
what is to be audited." However, audit reports are to include manage-
ment comments on findings, conclusions, and recommendations to

ensure that audit reports are fair. complete, and objective.

The NAS emphasis on getting management agreement on audit reports is
given precedence over its policy for getting management comments on
draft reports. The priority given to getting management agreement on
findings and recommendations increases the potential for impairing .'-''.-
independence of auditors and the audit organization. I

As discussed in chapter 3, NAS delayed issuing reports while auditors ,. a
met repeatedly with local management or with different levels of Navy
management to get agreement on findings and recommendations. Also,
NAS deleted findings and recommendations from some reports after man-
agement disagreement or ('hanged recommendations in others to g.t
management concurrence. In these latter cases, the decisions not to
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report findings or to make changes to recommendations were not based
on additional facts that countered the original judgment or conclusions
of the auditors.

We believe the practice of getting management agreement on audit find- .-0
ings and recommendations should not receive undue emphasis in NAS.

Our recommendations in chapter 3 address this issue and will improve
the appearance of independence at NA-S.

Conclusions Audit independence is an important audit standard to ensure a more
effective audit organization. Even if an audit organization's reports are
clear, concise, and convincing and all information contained in them is
supported by sufficient, competent, and relevant evidence, the credibil-
ity of the organization can be impaired if knowledgeable third parties
perceive a lack of independence at the organization. This perception
may exist at NAS because of the relationship between NAS and the Navy
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Financial Management, the use of k
military officers on a rotating basis as deputy auditor general and direc-
tors of regional offices, and the use of legal counsel that is selected by '%"

and reports to the Navy Office of the Comptroller, an organization that
could be directly affected by audit findings, conclusions, and recommen-
dations. This perception is enhanced by the NAS emphasis on getting
management agreement on audit findings and recommendations before
they are included in the final audit report.

No hard evidence came to light during our review that showed that NAs

was conducting its activities in less than a fully independent and impar-
tial manner. However, the perception of a lack of independence can be ,
as harmful to the effective operation of an audit organization as situa-
tions where a lack of independence has been established.

Recommendations To reduce the possibility of perceived or actual impairments to NS's

independence, the Secretary of the Navy should

direct the auditor general and the Assistant Secretary for Financial
Management to limit the nature and extent of technical advice provided
to NAS so as not to impact the reporting of findings relating to financial
matters; advice in these instances can be obtained from other organiza-
tions such as the ix)D Office of the Comptroller:
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" create a legal counsel for NAS that is completely independent of any
activity subject to audit by NAs. and that legal counsel should report
directly to the auditor general;

" address the perception of impaired independence created by having mil-
itary officers rotate into the positions of deputy auditor general and
regional directors, either by designating these positions as civilian posi-
tions, or at least, by ensuring that the military personnel (1) have
knowledge and experience in auditing and accounting, (2) will not be S
responsible for audits of those units from which they were recently W.

assigned, and (3) are not likely to be subsequently assigned to work for
a superior officer whose unit is subject to audit; and

• commit the Navy to an internal audit service which operates free of any
impairments to its independence and foster this commitment among all
levels of Navy management.

Agency Comments and In commenting on a draft of this report, DOD concurred with the findings
and recommendations in this chapter and has acted in a number of ways -V

Our Evaluation to strengthen the organizational alignment and authority of the auditor
general. NAS has revised its handbook to require audit staff to refer all
questions concerning financial matters to NAS headquarters for research
and clarification rather than going directly to the Office of the Comp- -

troller for such information. In addition, the general counsel assigned to
the auditor general's staff is being reassigned to report directly to the
Navy General Counsel, as recommended.

We also recommended that the deputy auditor general and regional
director positions be designated as civilian positions, or alternatively
ensure that three conditions be met for any military officers assigned to
those positions. The tOD response states that civilians will be selected to
fill these positions if the auditor general is unable to obtain qualified
military officers.

Regarding the first condition, we recommended that if military officers
are used to fill the deputy auditor general and regional director posi- AS
tions, those officers should have knowledge and experience in auditing _9
and accounting. DOD responded that the position of deputy auditor gen-
eral will be filled by a military officer with knowledge and experience in
auditing. The regional office director positions will be filled by officers
with knowledge and experience in either auditing, logistics, or finance.

Further, the DOD response indicated that measures would be taken to
ensure that military officers serving in NAS will not be responsible for
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audits of those units from which they were recently assigned. This
meets the intent of the second condition to retaining military officers in
NAS.

The third condition included in our recommendation is that NAS ensure
that officers are not likely to be subsequently assigned to work for a
superior officer whose unit is subject to audit. In reply to the draft
report, DOD has stated that this requirement can not be met since a S
future assignment will generally not be known until near the end of an
individual's NAS tour of duty.

Overall, we believe that the actions taken or proposed by ixm and the
Navy will free NAS from several impairments to its independence. While
these actions are not precisely as we recommended regarding the use of
military officers, the actions that are discussed will help foster the
needed commitment to a strengthened internal audit function. The NAS ,

has committed to certain further actions, including civilianization of the
positions of deputy auditor general and regional director, if the actions
taken do not resolve the issues raised, including the issue of qualified
leadership in the deputy auditor general and regional director positions.
Further, as discussed in the next chapter, the DOD inspector general has
agreed to review NAS in fiscal year 1989 to determine if the actions
taken have been effective in correcting the deficiencies identified in this -,

report.

.'

* G

",0

'p
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Chapter 5

Response to Previously Reported Deficiencies
-S

Since 1977, GAO, the [DD Office of Inspector General. and the public
accounting firm of Arthur Andersen and Co. have evaluated NAS. Each
of these organizations reported deficiencies similar to those we have
identified in this evaluation of NAS . In addition to having these problems
identified by outside organizations, NAS auditors voiced concerns over
these same deficiencies in response to an NAs questionnaire in 1985. The
House Committee on Armed Services has become aware of the Navy's
inaction in improving its internal audit function and has deleted 0
$100 million from the Navy's Operation and Maintenance budget request
for fiscal year 1988 to emphasize its concern.

Table 5.1 summarizes the common findings reported by the GAO in 1977,
by Arthur Andersen and Co. in 1983, by the DOD Office of Inspector Gen-
eral in 1986, and by this report.

Table 5.1: Comparison of the GAO, DOD
Inspector General, and Arthur Andersen Arthur
Reviews of the Naval Audit Service GAO DOD Andersen GAO

Issues Reported 1988 1986 1983 1977 16

Unreported Material Findings x x

Unsupported Findings x x

Delays in Issuing Reports x x x
Inaccuracies in Audit Reports X X

Inadequate Supervision X X X

Impairments to Independence X X X x

Note The DOD inspector general report was issued while we were conducting our re.iew Therefore
the impact of NAS reactions to DOD recommendations wvouId not be reflected in the audit work we
reviewed

In addition to the findings of these organizations, NAS performed Techni-
cal Standard Reviews in each of its regional offices to assess perform-
ance in areas such as supervision, training, and planning. Auditors were
also asked to comment on what needed to be done to improve audit
operations and to make comments on areas not ('overed by the question- --

naire. The acting deputy auditor general wrote to the regional directors
that the statistical data "displays both a need for increased supervisor%'
involvement and for addressing indicated problems in training." The
acting deputy auditor general also included a summary of the comments

4 from questionnaire responses. Those comments included:

* "Reports are watered down because audit service is unwilling to
approach controversy.. We conform."
-"Get rid of the milit arv-a conflict of interest""

".
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"More LOE (level of effort, the estimated staff-hours for each audit
established by NAS when an audit begins) to allow for additional audit
work, developing findings with savings..."

These and other comments made by the auditors indicate their aware-
ness of the deficiencies in audit quality and supervision and their con-
cerns over the types of audits being done and the independence of NA.

Since 1977, the Secretary of the Navy and the auditor general haveNavy's Actions Have
taken some actions to improve NAS Operations. such as converting the

Been Ineffective auditor general position from military to civilian and improving the
annual audit planning process. however, the insufficient nature of these
actions is reflected in the fact that we are again reporting many of the
deficiencies included in earlier evaluations of .

.

GAO'S 1977 report, The Naval Audit Service Should fe Strengthened
(F;MSD-78-5), concluded that the Navy could obtain greater benefits from
N.s by placing the audit service at a higher organizational level and by 0
filling all military positions within :x.VS with civilians. The Secretary
responded by having the auditor general report directly to the under
secretary rather than the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Financial
Management. However, only the auditor general position was converted
from military to civilian, the first civilian being appointed to this posi- V,
tion in June 1980. The deputy auditor general and regional director posi-
tions remain military.

Initiatives to improve the effectiveness of NAS were undertaken follow- %-"
ing the 1983 report of Arthur Andersen and Co. Among those efforts
were improvements to the annual planning l)rocess, including obtaining
management suggestions for audits and performing risk evaluations to
support the annual audit plan.

The previous auditor general also instituted a system of quality assur-
ance reviews on audit performance. I lowever, the current auditor gen-
eral expressed concern that these reviews are not identifying the types ;A.
of problems with audit reports and working plpers that we identified.

The current auditor general has reallhcated andit res nrces oI tyw' Of
audits which he believes will lead 1( more systemic findings and rec'm-
mendations and increase the reporl ing Of olent ial i rwnet arv benefits. In
addition, the auditor general told us that he has initialed effo rts t(

I ) structure training re(lllirements for alzditOrs at (a(li grade-evel.
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(2) revise the NAS audit handbook to clarify certain segments of NAS pol-
icy, and (3) improve NAIS capabilities to audit computer-based systems.
He has also asked his staff to develop a quality assurance program to
improve NAS audits and audit reports. Since these initiatives were just
beginning, we could not evaluate their impact on NAS operations or on
the deficiencies we found.

Conclusions The Navy and the auditor general have taken some actions which have
improved selected aspects of NAS operations. However, none of these
actions, as yet, has had a discernible impact on the continuing deficien-
cies in conducting, reporting, or supervising audits. Other actions, such .
as those to improve the independence of NAS, also need to be expanded.

Recommendations Because of the severity of the deficiencies noted during our review and
because they have been reported in the past, we recommend that the ? U

Secretary of the Navy report to the Secretary of Defense on actions to
resolve the issues identified in this report.

We also recommend that one year after receiving the report from Secre-
tary of the Navy, the Secretary of Defense conduct, or have conducted, a
review to evaluate the effectiveness of actions taken to correct the
reporting, evidence, supervision, and independence deficiencies cited in
this report. This review should provide the Congress and the Secretary
of Defense assurance that actions have been taken to improve the effec- N %
tiveness of Navy's internal audit function.

Agency Comments and In commenting on a draft of this report, ix)D agreed with the findings
and recommendations in this chapter. The Do) Office of Inspector Gen-

Our Evaluation eral has agreed to undertake a review in fiscal year 1989 to determine
whether the Navy actions in response to the recommendations in this
report have improved the effectiveness of the Navy's internal audit
function.

IHowever, DOD stated that the response to our report would serve to
inform the Secretary of Defense on actions to resolve the issues identi-
fied. Since effective implementation and compliance with new proce-
dures are necessary to fully implement all of our recommendations,
further reporting to the Secretary of Defense is necessary. The Secre-
tary of the Navy should inform the Secretary of Defense of additional
actions taken to fully implement our recommendations.
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Comments From the Department of Defense
.-

Note GAO comments
supplementing those in the
report text appear at the
end of this appendix.

INSPECTOR GENERAL
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE
ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA 22202

Mr. Frank C. Conahan
Assistant Comptroller General
National Security and

International Affairs Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Conahan:

This is the Department of Defense (DoD) response to the
General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report, "NAVAL AUDIT
SERVICE: Effectiveness of Navy's Internal Audit Organization Is
Limited," dated S November 1987 (GAO Code 911062/OSD Case 7456).
The DoD concurs with the report findings and recommendations.
The GAO report confirms similar findings and recommendations
contained in a prior Inspector General, DoD, report covering the
same period (APO-87-01, "Report on Quality Assurance Review of
the Naval Audit Service," dated November 10, 1986.)

The report reflects the result of the GAO review of FY 1985 
audit report documentation. The GAO concludes that the Naval
Audit Service (NAS) did not appear to be reporting on significant
issues, and that the potential monetary benefits resulting from
NAS audit recommendations were far below those of the other DoD
internal audit organizations. The GAO recommends needed
improvements--many of which have been implemented within the NAS
since the GAO audit was conducted. New procedures strengthening
the audit process have been incorporated in the Naval Audit 0

Service Handbook. In addition, the increased emphasis on program
results and economy and efficiency audits is resulting in %.
increased monetary benefits being identified in the NAS audit
reports. For the 6 months ended September 30, 1987, $341 million
in potential monetary benefits have been reported.

The DoD shares the GAO concern that the NAS be an important
element of the Department of the Navy managerial control system, .-

providing independent and objective evaluation of the overall
performance of the Navy. The current efforts to improve the
effectiveness of the NAS will afford the Navy more efficient use
of allocated resources.

°..\ ..
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The Department is committed to effective Service internal
audit organizations and continually monitors them through various
quality assurance reviews. As a part of that process, the Office
of the Inspector General, DoD, will monitor the implementation of
agreed-upon actions in response to the recommendations contained
in the GAO draft report.

The detailed DoD comments on the GAO findings and recommenda-
tions are provided in the enclosure..-w

Sincerely,

J ne Gibbs Brown
I spector General

Enclosure

%%.'

.S.

.,. -. '$

*,. .',
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GAO DRAFT REPORT - DATED NOVEMBER 5, 1987
(GAO CODE 911602) OSD CASE 7456

"NAVAL AUDIT SERVICE: EFFECTIVENESS OF NAVY'S INTERNAL -
AUDIT ORGANIZATION IS LIMITEDO

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS -

FINDINGS I

FINDING A: Audit Resource Allocation. The GAO reported
that the Naval Audit Service (NAS) was established in 1966
and is the Department of the Navy internal audit
organization. The NAS is headed by the Auditor General of
the Navy, who reports directly to the Under Secretary of the
Navy. The GAO observed that, in FY 1986, the previous •
Auditor General dedicated 29 percent of available audit %
hours to single-activity audits, which determine compliance .If
with laws and regulations and which evaluate internal
controls at a single Navy activity. The GAO explained that
activity audits are generally short-term audits, providing
broad coverage of the activity, but lacking depth in audit
scope. The GAO further observed that the present Auditor
General, who assumed his position in January 1986, revised "

the allocation of audit resources, reducing the level of
resources dedicated to activity audits in the FY 1987 Annual
Audit Plan to 6.8 percent. According to the GAO, those
resources have been shifted predominantly to functional
audits. The GAO noted that the NAS believes the functional 6
audits should identify more Navy-wide deficiencies and
potential monetary benefits, leading to systemic 

%

recommendations. The GAO found that the FY 1986 NAS audits, I
other than single activity audits, covered a variety of e"
issues. Although the issues could be productive audit

topics, the GAO found that the NAS reported a very limited
number of significant findings and potential monetary
benefits. The GAO concluded that the shift to more
functional audits should lead to the identification of more
systemic recommendations which, in turn, may lead to an
increase in potential monetary benefits to be derived from
NAS audit recommendations. The GAO further concluded,
however, that other noted deficiencies must be corrected
before additional functional audits will lead to improved
NAS effectiveness.

ENCLOSURE
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See comment 1 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. With the development of the
FY 1987 annual audit plan, the NAS has placed substantially
more emphasis on important and productive audits that focus
on economy and efficiency and program results issues. The
planning efforts and other initiatives resulted in potential '
monetary benefits of $341 million being reported in NAS
audit reports issued during the 6 months ended September 30, 0
1987. Actions completed and on-going to implement the GAO
recommendations should eliminate the other deficiencies
noted in the report and will lead to further improvement of
the NAS effectiveness.

0 FINDING B: Adherence To Standard Audit Proqrams And Time
Constraints. The GAO reported that the NAS has developed a '-

series of standardized audit programs for auditors to use as S
guides in conducting audits, especially for those audits
conducted on a recurring basis. The GAO found, however, "
that auditors and regional managers have interpreted
guidance from the prior auditor general as requiring
completion of all audit steps in standardized programs,
regardless of their utility. The GAO observed that time
spent doing the audit steps prevents auditors from pursuing
unanticipated audit findings or from fully developing other S
findings. The GAO noted that a summary of discussions at a %
May 1985 meeting between regional management and auditors-
in-charge in one region stated, as

follows: I

"As a general consensus, it was concluded that a
considerable amount of resources were being expended to
complete audit guides and prepare workpapers for areas
which contained little or no audit potential."

The GAO reported that standard audit programs were used in
19 of the 40 audits reviewed, and auditors did not deviate
from the standard program in 12 of the 19 audits. The GAO
concluded the Auditor General should:

- clarify the NAS policy on the use of standardized audit
programs as general guides--i.e., that they should be
supplemented with additional audit steps as appropriate; -
and

- emphasize only applicable audit steps should be completed

when standardized program are used.
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The GAO also found that the problem posed by strict '_
adherence to standard audit programs has been compounded by
auditor perception that the estimated number of staff hours
to complete each standardized audit is an inflexible
guideline. Specifically, in a sample of 40 NAS audit

reports and working papers, the GAO found references to time
constraints placed on completing seven audits and to the
fact that auditors reduced the audit scope as they neared
the limit of authorized staff-hours. While recognizing the
necessity of establishing estimated staff-hours or staff-
days to complete audit assignments as a management tool, the
GAO concluded that those estimates should be used as P N o

guidelines and should not limit the ability of the auditor P'.

to fully develop findings or complete the scope of work

assigned.

DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The use of standardized auditSee comment 1.
programs has been discontinued by the NAS. In addition, in -.V
FY 1987, internal policies were changed to allow auditors to -
expand the scope of auditing when warranted.

* FINDING C: Impact On Potential Monetary Benefits. The GAO
re:orted that the House Armed Services Committee has
expressed concern over the "extremely low" potential
monetary benefits reported by the NAS, when compared to the
internal audit organizations in other Military Services.
The GAO found that the WAS potential monetary benefits have
been comparatively low in recent years for several reasons,
including a deemphasis by the NAS headquarters on reporting
monetary benefits. The GAO noted that, according to NAS
auditors and managers, the current Auditor General has more
interest in reporting potential monetary benefits. The GAO
also noted that, in FY 1986, the NAS reported monetary v'
benefits totaling $983 million, the highest in the five DoD
semiannual reports to the Congress, between March 31, 1985, %

and March 31, 1987. While noting it did not validate the
total monetary benefits reported by the NAS (or by the other
military audit organizations), based on a sample of NAS .

audit reports and working papers, the GAO raised questions
as to the reliability of some of the monetary benefits .s,
reported by the NAS for the 6-month period ended March 31, ?
1986. The GAO observed that, when NAS identifies monetary
benefits in audit reports, it is NAS policy to indicate the .%

applicable appropriations. The GAO found that, according to ,,%
the Navy Comptroller staff, however, compliance with the

requirement is inconsistent. In addition to the potential %

monetary benefits quantified in audit reports, the GAO
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reported that budget analysts read audit reports and
identify monetary benefits beyond those claimed by auditors
and agreed-to by Navy management. The GAO concluded that
indicates a potential for NAS auditors to quantify monetary
benefits more frequently than is currently being done. The
GAO further concluded that monetary benefits identified in
audit reports should increase if the NAS allocates its
resources to significant issues and eliminates time
constraints and strict adherence to standard audit programs. 

0.

DoD RESPONSE: Concur. As stated above, the NAS has placed I,-,W
See comment 1. substantially more emphasis on important and productive '.-.

audits that focus on economy, efficiency and program results
issues. Also, the use of standardized audit programs has
been discontinued and internal policies have been changed to
allow auditors to expand the scope of auditing when

warranted.

0 FINDING D: Unreported Material Findings. The GAO reported

that the NAS "Naval Audit Handbook" states, in part:

"Normally, all material audit findings will be reported
in single formal reports. An exception to this rule t-,.

would be a material finding unrelated to the audit
objective(s), which the auditor just happens to find 'P
and which is directed to a command other than the .

primary auditee. In this instance, the material
finding will be reported separately in a formal report .
after consultation with Naval Audit Service
Headquarters."

According to the GAO, the Handbook details 15 criteria for
judging the materiality of a finding, and findings involving
one or more of the conditions are usually considered .
material and, therefore, are included in the formal audit .
reports. The GAO found that in 15 of the audits reviewed, e
the NAS omitted at least one material finding from the final
audit report and, in addition, the reasons why the material
findings were not reported were not documented in the
working papers. The GAO observed that, while the decision
not to report findings was made at various levels within the
NAS, based on its analysis, valid reasons for the decisions
not to report material findings could not be identified.
One noteworthy reason for omitting a finding was given by an
auditor who justified deleting a finding by referring to

¢..

.%-%.
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Section 602 of the Naval Audit Handbook, which states, in

part, "...the issue itself must also be sufficiently
significant to warrant action by higher management levels
after report publication." The GAO concluded that, if
management disagrees with the auditors, the language in the
Naval Audit Handbook could be used as a basis for deleting
any audit finding of a local nature. The GAO concluded the
working papers for 15 reports reviewed contained material
audit findings that were not included in the final audit %
report. The GAO further concluded that these omitted .4
findings were well supported and should have been reported.

See comment 2. DoD RESPONSE: Concur. Inadequate supervisory actions

contributed to the condition, i.e., failing to document
adequately the reasons for including findings in, or
deleting findings from, draft reports. To correct the

condition, renewed emphasis has been placed on effective
supervision and oversight. Furthermore, the NAS policies
and procedures have been revised to require an explanation
in the audit working papers as to why omitted findings and

recommendations are not in draft or final reports. Details
on specific actions taken to correct the condition are
provided in the DoD responses to the applicable GAO

recommendations.

0 FINDING E: Unsupported Material Findings. The GAO
explained that generally accepted Government auditing
standards (GAGAS) require that auditors obtain sufficient,
competent, and relevant evidence to afford a reasonable
basis for their judgments and conclusions. The GAO found,
however, two of the reports reviewed contained findings and
conclusions that were not adequately supported in the
working papers. The GAO further observed that, because the
auditors had not gathered sufficient and competent evidence,
they may have reach incorrect conclusions and, therefore,
the report recommendations also may have been inappropriate.
As an example, the GAO cited the NAS evaluation of the
planning criteria for enlisted dining facilities. The GAO .

q noted that NAS regional management acknowledged (1) the
method of determining enlisted dining hall use was invalid,

(2) the audit work was limited, and (3) the dining
facilities chosen for survey may not have an adequate
internal control procedure (which would prevent issuance of

unsupported audit findings). The GAO further observed that
one such control procedure is "report referencing," a

process that checks the adequacy of evidence supporting an
audit finding.
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The GAO reported, however, that NAS referencing policy does ,
not require the referencer to: %'e

- verify independently the accuracy of figures in the r

report; i ,

- verify that findings are adequately supported by 0
workpapers; or

- verify that conclusions and recommendations logically
flow from the support. %

The GAO also found that not all the draft reports sampled
were completely referenced. The GAO concluded that
reporting unsupported findings may have a negative impact on S
an audit organization as well as on the auditee, because
auditees and other users of audit reports may begin to
question the usefulness of reports and the competence %

and degree of reliance they should place on the audit %.-%

organization and its future reports. The GAO further %
concluded that unsupported findings and recommendations
can mislead management into taking unnecessary or
counterproductive actions to correct the findings.

See comment 2 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The NAS is committed to performing
audits and reporting audit results in keeping with the
letter and spirit of the GAGAS. As part of its renewed
emphasis on audit quality, the NAS has instituted additional
management controls, including the following:

- establishing an independent referencing system to ensure
the accuracy of information in audit reports;

- increasing the number of audit reports subject to pre-
publication reviews; and %

- enforcing audit policies through training programs,
performance reviews, and quality control reviews.

0 FINDING F: Delays In Report Publication To Get Management
Agreement. While the GAGAS states audit reports shall
include pertinent views of responsible agency officials on .
audit findings, conclusions and recommendations, the GAO
found that the NAS efforts to obtain management ",
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agreement on audit recommendations goes significantly beyond
the requirement. The GAO explained the NAS comment
procedure, as follows:

- the NAS provides Navy managers with drafts of individual
findings and recommendations as they are developed, and V

management responds informally to the information;

- at the conclusion of the audit, management receives the
draft audit report and, under NAS policy, is given 30
days to provide formal comments on the report findings
and recommendations; and

- if management disagrees with any section of the draft
report, regardless of how well supported the findings may
be, the NAS provides the draft to progressively higher
levels of Navy management in an attempt to resolve the -%
differences.

The GAO observed that the practice of always trying to e
obtain management agreement has led to cases of prolonged
discussions with management and has caused inordinate delays
in report issuance. The GAO further found that, in order to
obtain management agreement on the draft report, the NAS had
Jeleted or changed some findings or recommendations without .
additional facts or support in working papers to justify the
deletions or changes. The GAO concluded that, when
management and the audited organization disagree with a
specific finding or recommendation in a draft report, but do ,
not have additional data to disprove auditor facts or
conclusions, the NAS should report the findings and
recommendations as unresolved issues and include management
positions in the audit report. The GAO further concluded
that obtaining management agreement on findings and
recommendations should not be given precedence over the **

policy for obtaining management comments.

1

See commenl 2 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The previous NAS draft report
utilization policies inordinately delayed final report
publication dates. To minimize or eliminate the delays, the %.%
current NAS policy requires the following: %.. *

... .% ..
- similt3neous distribution of draft reports to multiple %

Department of the Navy command levels, but requesting
comments only from recommendation addressees only; and *
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- publishing final reports without management comments if
unreasonable delays are experienced.

0 FINDING G: Inaccuracies And Other Problems In Audit
Reports. The GAO reported that the GAGAS states that the
need for accuracy in audit reports is based on "...the need
to be fair and impartial in reporting and to assure readers
that what is reported is reliable." The GAO found, however,
that seven of the 40 audit repcrts reviewed contained %.% 0

inaccuracies and other problems, including:

- factually incorrect data in four reports;

- material findings reported as nonmaterial in one report;
and

- repeat findings, not identified as such, in two reports
and, therefore, not reported to higher levels of
management, as required by the NAS policy.

The GAO noted that the inaccuracies found were attributable
to the auditors-in-charge, who conducted the work, and/or
the assistant directors involved in providing instruction
and reviewing audit working papers and reports. The GAO .-

concluded that such inaccuracies could not only mislead and
confuse management, but could also raise concerns as to the
competency and abilities of the auditors, as well as the
usefulness of the NAS products. The GAO further concluded
that, as a result of such inaccuracies, Navy management may
view reports as unrealistic and tend to resist implementing
audit recommendations in the future. I

See comment 1. DoD RESPONSE: Concur. As stated above, the NAS has
initiated a number of actions to improve the effectiveness
of audit supervision and the quality of audit reports.
Implementation of those and other actions identified in the
responses to the GAO recommendations will correct the
conditions and improve the accuracy and usefulness of audit
reports.

? 
I

%
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0 FINDING H: Deficiencies In Multilocation Audits. The GAO
reported that the GAGAS specifically addresses the need for
careful coordination of audit activities during
multilocation audits, in order to ensure the work is
coordinated and review techniques are uniform. The GAO
explained that two types of reports are issued by the NAS as
a result of multilocation audits:

- Local Reports--issued to managers at each of the audit
sites included in the audit, detailing deficiencies and
making recommendations specific to that site; and

- Summary Reports--written by NAS headquarters, which
summarize the content of local reports for top Navy
management, but do not include recommendations.

The GAO found deficiencies unique to multilocation audits
and their associated local reports. First, the NAS
headquarters did not provide consistent guidance to the
various audit sites in each of the three multilocation %
audits reviewed. Second, the NA, summary reports did not
contain recommendations, although they summarized
significant issues for top Navy management. The (AO further
found that actions by local management may not be able to
correct systemic deficiencies--the kinds of deficiencies; one
would expect to be reported in a summary report to top
management. As an example, the GAO cited that a report on
major procurement concluded that supply center; at .
Charleston, San Diego, Norfolk, and Puget 3ound,
"...excessively used negotiated procurement when ot>ier
preferred procurement methods were available." S
Nevertheless, the NAS did not make recommendation: - t , %
Command on how to improve supply center i)erf,)rmun,:, in t!at
area, even though the Command appeared to have %y:t.,,-wi.e
problems. The GAO found that many of the proble:ms with
multilocatien audits can be attributed to the N1A.; 7)ol icy Ir

issuing local and summary reports on these audit!. Thi A,2 %
concluded that the accuracy of multilocation audit r oport r.
could be improved by strengthening quality control S
requirements. The GAO further concluded that the iNAP pol -y
on conducting and reporting on multilocation audits should
be revised to require the auditor-in-charge, responsible tor
preparing the summary report, to review and approve all
draft local audit reports before they are issued.

See comment 1 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. During the period covered biy t!h, 2A0.
review, the NAS performed two types of multilocation ,Ad|ts. %

%
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One type, which is the subject of the GAO finding, was
referred to as a concurrent audit (i.e., an audit of a
single function, performed concurrently by NAS staff located
at similar types of naval installations). While the audits
had a common objective, they used locally prepared audit .

programs, which resulted in a series of local audit reports
with a summary report issued by NAS headquarters. The NAS
has discontinued that type of audit. All multilocation
audits are now based on a single audit program, with one
common set of objectives, scope and methodology for all
participating audit sites.

FINDING I: Deficiencies In Supervision. The GAO found that
inadequate supervision at various levels of the NAS "
contributed, in total or in part, to the problems found in
audit conduct and reporting. The GAO noted that supervisory 4,%

deficiencies included inadequate review and control of the %.,%
work performed and conclusions reached by audit staff, and
poor judgment in changing reports or deleting findings from
audit reports. As an example, the GAO reported that
supervisors had deleted 20 findings from ten reports, after
discussing the written draft findings with management.
Among the reasons for deleting the findings were:

- evidence was insufficient;

- auditors used the wrong criteria in evaluating
performance; and

- management was aware of the problem and taking action.

The GAO concluded that the audit supervisor should review
findings and supporting working papers and make those -.
judgments before giving the findings to Navy management for
comment. The GAO observed that management confidence in
auditor capabilities could be eroded by a series of
unsupported and inaccurate conclusions given to them for
comment. The GAO also observed that 15 audit report working
papers included findings that should have been included in
the audit reports. The GAO reported that NAS supervisors
justified excluding the findings from the reports because:

- the findings were outside the scope of the audit;

- the findings lacked sufficient support; or

- the recommendations were weak.

"..% .. '
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The GAO emphasized, however, that it was unable to determine <-"
from the audl'_ documentation why NAS supervisors made those .'''
decisions. The GAO noted that in a November 1986 report on '..
NASI!/, the DoD Inspector General concluded that supervisors .--'-
were "...lax in meeting their responsibilities or were not.."

sufficiently knowledgeable in performing their duties." The -

Inspector General, DoD, recommended that the Navy Auditor
General provide supervisory' training courses for regional%
supervisors and auditors-in-charge, concentrating on the
supervisor role in audit performance and reporting. The GAO 0
reported, however, that the Auditor General disagreed, rmi
stating in pa t that laxness or lack of knowledge may be the
case in a minority of instances and the NAS would isolate
those cases and provide necessary training. The GAO o
concluded that the results of its review and those of the
Inspector General, DoD, both show that, generally, NAS

supervisors could, in fact, benefit from supervisory gol
training and, therefore, such training should be provided.

The GAO also concluded that the approach of the Navy Auditor %.
General--i.e., identifying individual supervisors for .%
specific traoing and using performance appraisals and h
disciplinary actions--is a viable supplement to the general
training of the NAS supervisors. a

See comment 1 oD RESPONSE: Concur. The NAS is currently emphasizing to '.,its audit staff the need to comply with the GAOS. The

results of quality assurance reviews conducted by the Office
of the Inspector General , oh and the GAO are beingAS
provided to the NAS auditors so that they may benefit from suevsr

the reviews. During meetings of audit supervisors and
regional office staffs, compliance with the GAGAS is auio

continuing agenda item. The Navy Auditor General Staff
Notes, published quarterly, is also used to promote more .-0
effective auditing, in accordance with the GAGAS. The NAS .-% %
quality control program also emphasizes compliance with theffic
GAGAS and a course is being developed on the requiremen ts of
the NAS Handbook, which incorporates the GmGAS (as et forth

in the current draft of the GAO Yellow Book). The co][: e •will be given to all regional GS-12 and GM- auditors

N.

DoD IG Report APO-7-001, "Report o ality Assurance
Review of the Naval Audit Service," Novemner a0, 1986
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FINDING J: Relationship With the Office of the Assistant ' ?
Secretary (Financial Management). The GAO noted that, to
ensure maximum independence, the GAGAS states the audit
organization should be ...located outside the staff or line
management function of the unit under audit." The GAO

found, however, that although the Auditor General reports to
the Under Secretary of the Navy, the NAS has maintained ties
with the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Financial Management), a relationship that could be
perceived as an impairment to the NAS independence (the
Assistant Secretary also serves as the Navy Comptroller).
Specifically, the GAO found that the NAS continues to
receive technical advice frm the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management), which includes
advice related to findings involving financial matters. The S
GAO concluded that this creates the perception of a lack of
independence in reaching audit opinions, conclusions, %
judgments, and recommendations. As an example, the GAO %
cited that a NAS report concluded that the Space and Naval ",
Warfare Systems Command improperly extended the availability %
of $56.8 million in expired FY 1982 and FY 1983 Operation
and Maintenance, Navy funds. In response to the report, the
Office of the Comptroller of the Navy said the Navy
Comptroller Manual would be changed to authorize clearly the
use of project orders to fund field activities, a practice
the NAS had previously reported as improper. This same
audit report also identified an apparent $4.5 million Anti-
deficiency Act violation; however, the NAS did not report
the apparent violation and discussions with Office of the
Navy Comptroller staff were not documented. The GAO further
reported that a second tie to the Office of the Assistant
Secretary (Financial Management) was created in January
1986, when the Deputy Secretary of the Navy appointed a .,-
member of the Comptroller staff as the Navy Auditor General. r
The GAO concluded that the appointment could also create the "
perception of a lack of independence, since a personal
impairment to independence could exist if an auditor has had
"previous involvement" in a decisionmaking or management
capacity that would affect current operation of the entity S
or program being audited. The GAO also found that the NAS
legal counsel is selected by, reports to, and is rated by
the Counsel for the Navy Comptroller, within the Office of
the Assistant Secretary (Financial Management). The GAO
concluded that the reporting structure for the NAS Legal
Counsel also creates the appearance of impairing NAS
independence.
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See comment 1 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. To eliminate the perception of a
lack of independence noted by the GAO, the following actions -_

have been taken:

the NAS Handbook has been revised to require its audit
staff to direct all inquiries regarding financial matters
to the NAS headquarters; S

the headquarters staff will research the questions and
obtained any technical opinions required;

"%1

- the nature of information requeste. from the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management) will be
clarification rather than guidance; and

- the same procedure will be used in obtaining technical
advice from other functional areas, such as logistics, %
research and development, personnel, etc.

With respect to the legal counsel reporting structure,
effective March 31, 1988, the Counsel assigned to the , %

Naval Audit Service will begin reporting directly to the
Office of the Navy General Counsel. 0

FINDING K: Use of Military Officers. The GAO noted t.iat,
in a 1977 reportL/ it recommended that the Secretary of J-.
Defense strengthen the internal audit function sithin the
Navy by directing the Secretary of the Navy to redesignate
the positions of auditor general, deputy auditor general,
and the directors of regional offices as civilian positions.
The GAO reported that, in response to the recommendations,
in 1980, the Secretary of the Navy converted the auditor I

general position to a civilian position; however, the ot',er
positions remain designated for nilitary officers. The -C'

found that the possible impairment to independence of the
audit organization is based on the fact that military
officers fill audit management positions on a temporary "
basis and later return to line positions in the military.
The GAO observed, therefore, that it is possihle for
officers to be responsible for audit reports on those
military units from which they were recently assigned or to

/ GAO Final Report FGMSD 78-S, "The Naval Audit Service
Should Be Strengthened." November 11, 1977 (OSD
Case 4573-B)

%

0
.,
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which they will be assigned. The GAO further observed that
a superior officer, whose unit is being audited, could
subsequently sit on the promotion board for officers
responsible for the audits. The GAO also noted that an
Arthur Anderson and Company report stressed the importance -*

of filling regional director and deputy director positions
with individuals with a career path in financially related
activities. The Inspector General, DoD report also took
exception to the Navy practice of filling the deputy auditor
general and regional director positions in the NAS with Navy rS
supply corps and line officers, and Marine Corps officers.
The GAO concluded that the Navy could strengthen its r
internal audit function by establishing permanent managerial
positions within the NAS to be filled by individuals trained
and experienced in auditing and accounting principles and
practices. The GAO further concluded that the perception of
impairment to NAS independence remains as long as military
officers rotate into management positions within the audit %
organizations, unless steps are taken to ensure that:

- they have knowledge and experience in auditing and .,%

accounting;

they will not be responsible for audit of those units from
which they were recently assigned; and

- are not likely to be subsequently assigned to work for a
superior officer whose unit is subject to audit.

DolD RESPONSE: Concur. In the future, Military officers
selected by the NAS to fill regional director positions will
have knowledge and experience in either auditing, logistics
or finance. Also, military officers selected for the Deputy
Auditor General position will have knowledge and experience
in auditing. To the extent that the Navy Auditor General
is unable to obtain qualified military officers for
assignment to such positions, he will civilianize the
positions.

Further, regional directors will be required to exclude
themselves from audits that involve programs or activities
in which they were recently directly involved. Also, when a
military officer's next assignment is known, he or she will
not participate in an audit of that command/function. It
would be very unlikely, however that this information would
be available until near the end of his/her NAS tour of duty. 9
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i Internal controls will be established to preclude the
removal of audit findings or recommendations from a report
or the cancellation of a scheduled audit, without the
written approval of both the regional director arid deputy,
regional director. Disputes oin soch matters will be
referred to the Navy Auditor General for resolution. ( The se
requirements are contained in the NAS Audit Handbook and
the NAS Management Handbook.)

The new policies concerning the selection anid utilizatiun of Nm
military officers will be included in SECNAVINST 75101.6.

* FINDING L: Mngement Age nt On Audit Findings and

Recommendations! Th GA fond thiat the NAS emphasis on .

obtaining management agreement on audit reports is given
precedence over its policy for obtaining management cumiaents
on draft reports. The GAO concluded that the priority 6 iveii
to obtaining management agreement on findings and
recommendations increases the potential for iimpairin ,
independence of auditors and the audit organization (also
see Finding F). 0

See cmmen 3 iDoD RESPONSE L: Concur. As stated above, previous NAS
draft report utilization policies iaordinatelv dela ed fi1nal
report publication dates. Ta I mi nnii ze o r eIimHIinIa t e thle
delays, the current NAS policy requires the following:

-simultaneous utilization of draft reports to imultiple
Depa rtment o f t he Na vy command l evelIs re.que st i n., coumme nt
from recommendation addressees; and

-pubIi sh ing f inalI repo r ts w it hout manra 6 e[ILenrt C URIMcInt , it

unreasonable delays are experienced.

0 FINDING M: Repneto Previously Reported Deficiencies.%
The -GAO repo r te ha7t si n e 197 7, th OI 0f f ic e h
I nspec toir General1, DoD), t he Ar thu r Ande rson a nd Com-;anv, a nd

Athe General Accounting Office have evaluated the NAS.%
According to the GAO, each has reportcd defic:ieiiciesb si miiiIair
to those identified in the current audit. The seA olsi

found that, in addition to having the pruolems identi f iedJ
outside org;anizations, in 1985, in respons e too a AS
4Uestionnaire, the NAS auditors voiced concerns, over the
same deficiencies. The GAO observed that the lluse
Committee on Armed Services has become aare ud the No-.
inartion in aiproving its internal audit funotio aind, tr
emphasize its concern, deleted Sl uilli-n itrou te Nov
FY i88 Opertion and Mai ntenance oudet retoest . The G.
concluded tie congressional nssage is that an effectiv
Navy, audit or6 anization would have identified at luo t
reu)0 mi lion in potent ial monetary beieuitts fro ok it
recommendations. e
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DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The DoD shares the GAO concern with

respect to the effectiveness of the NAS and will continue to
monitor the NAS through periodic quality assurance reviews.
As part of the process, the Office of the Inspector General,
DoD, will evaluate the implementation of agreed-to actions

on the GAO recommendations.

0 FINDING N: Navy Actions Have Been Ineffective. The GAO
reported that, since 1977, the Secretary of the Navy and the
Navy Auditor General have taken some actions to improve NAS
operations, such as converting the Auditor General position
from military to civilian, and improving the annual audit

planning process. The GAO further found that the previous
Auditor General also instituted a system of quality
assurance reviews on audit performance; however, the current

Auditor General expressed concern that these reviews are not
identifying the types of problems with audit report working
papers identified by the GAO. As the GAO previously noted,
the current Navy Auditor General has reallocated audit
resources to functional audits, which he believes will lead e

to more systemic findings and recommendations and increase
the reporting of potential monetary benefits. The GAO also
noted that, according to the Navy Auditor General, the
following efforts have been initiated:

- structuring training requirements for auditors at each

grade-level;

- revising the NAS audit handbook to clarify certain

segments of NAS policy; and

- improving NAS capabilities to audit computer-based
systems.

The GAO concluded that, while the Department of the Navy and
the Navy Auditor General have taken some actions (which have
improved selected aspects of the NAS operations), none of
the actions has, as yet, had a discernible impact on the
continuing deficiencies in conducting, reporting, or
supervising Navy audits.

See comment 4 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. A renewed and concerted effort by
the current Navy Auditor General and the Department of the
Navy have been made to enhance the quality of audit work and
to increase the effectiveness of audit resources. The DoD

%
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responses to the GAO recoinendation, expand on j numi,er it
substantial changes that have been instituted or are
planned. Certain organizational changes will take timn, t,
institutionalize and require continuous management
attention. The Departmtent of Defense, like the (,A(), i:; nat
satisfied with the progress to date and will monitor NAJ

operations to ensure noted defici encies are corrected.

RECOMMENDATIONS 16

0 RECOMMENDATION 1: The GAO recommended that the Navy Auditor
General issue clarifications on the use of the standardized
audit program for certain types of audits and for segments
of other audits, so that auditors are able to pursue
potentially significant issues identified during audit, even
though these issues are not included in standardized audit
programs.

See comment 5 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The use of standardized audit
programs has been discontinued in the NAS. In addition,
internal policies have been changed to allow auditors to
expand the scope of auditing when warranted. The changes
were implemented during FY 1987. %

0 RECOMMENDATION 2: The GAO recommended that the Navy Auditor
General issue policy clarifications to ensure that
authorized staff-hours for completing audits are viewed as
flexible milestones, which can be extended to allow for
developing audit issues. %

See comment 6 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The GAO recognized the efforts of
the current Navy Auditor General in redirecting limited
audit resources to those types of audits designed to [

identify systemic problems. For resource utilization I
purposes, an estimate of the time needed to perform those
audits is developed. However, recognizing that these
estimates can change as te audits progress, NAS policy "
provides that additional time will he made available when

the need is demonstrated. The NAS Handbook requires audit 44.
management to reevaluate audit resource requirements on a
continuing basis, as the audit progresses. In the event
additional resource requirements are identified, they may
be, and should be, requested. I justified, the request
will be approved. The GAO points out that ,]site the

% -
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Handbook procedures for requesting additional resources,
many NAS auditors perceived that such requests reflect
negatively in their performance. Execution of the audit
process in the last year should have changed this
perception. *-, ,

RECOMMENDATION 3: The GAO recommended that the Navy S
Auditor General clarify NAS policy on when findings and
recommendations should be deleted from draft reports.

See comment 7 DOD RESPONSE: Concur. In keeping with the renewed emphasis %
on effective supervision, NAS supervisors are required to

maintain continuous oversight on all audits for which they %
are responsible, including the following:

- attending significant conferences;

- making periodic supervisory visits to ongoing audits and
documenting results of such visits; .

- reviewing the adequacy of audit coverage and the quality
of work papers, and document these reviews; and

- ensuring that all supported audit findings are reported.

In addition, the audit working paper file is required to
contain sufficient documentation to confirm that the above
described supervisory oversight actually occurred. Selected
on-site quality control reviews conducted by NAS
headquarters personnel are planned each year to confirm
implementation of the policy.

RECOMMENDATION 4: The GAO recommended that the Navy Auditor
General issue NAS policy requiring all auditors to include,
in their working papers, a detailed explanation of why
findings and recommendations are not in draft or final audit .W'
reports. . J.

See comrient 7 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The NA- Handbook has been revised to
require the following:

- explanation by the appropriate auditor of why
findings and recommendations are not in draft or final
reports; and

- documentation of a decision to delete or not report an S
audit finding. ,
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The documentation must fully explain the basis for such a
decision, as well as evidence of concurrence by a regional
assistant director, to avoid any perception of erosion of %

independence. Such decisions must be made by a qualified N[
civilian auditor.

" RECOMMENDATION 5: The GAO recommended that the Navy Auditor
General issue a policy requiring supervisors to review all
audit findings and recommendations before requesting
management comments, to ensure that findings and conclusions
are adequately supported.

DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The NAS supervisors are required to
See comm~ent 5 maintain continuous oversight on all audits for which they

are responsible. Current NAS policy requires supervisors to
review all audit findings and recommendations, before
requesting management comments, to ensure findings and
conclusions are adequately supported. Enforcement of the
policy will be emphasized during internal quality control
reviews. (Also see DoD Response to Recommendation 3.)

0 RECOMMENDATION 6: The GAO recommended that the Navy Auditor 0

General strengthen quality controls over audit reports by %..

developing and implementing a mechanism such as effective %
referencing.

and -

" RECOMNENDATION 7: The GAO recommended that the Navy Auditor
General initiate a program of pre-publication review of
draft audit reports in NAS headquarters, at least for the
more significant reports to be issued by NAS regional %
offices, to ensure that audit reports are complete and ..?

accur ate. 4

DoD RESPONSE: Concur. As part of the NAS renewed %

emphasis on quality audit work:

See comment 5. an independent referencing system has been established to
ensure the accuracy of information in audit reports and
to ensure all reportable findings have been included;

See comment 2 the number of audits subject to pre-publication review
has been increased; and
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-a Quality Index Review program has been implemented,
as a subset of the NAS productivity program, which
will evaluate and measure the overall quality of a
representative sample of NAS products.

The NAS is committed to performing audits and reporting
audit results in keeping with the letter and spirit of the
GAGAS. The NAS management at all levels is committed to
closely monitor the effort. Enforcement will be maintained %
through training programs and performance reviews.

" RECOMMENDATION 8: The GAO recommended that the Navy Auditor
General revise NAS policy to require comments only from
management of the audited organization or other directly
responsible for implementing audit recommendations.

- and -

" RECOMMENDATION 9: The GAO recommended that the Navy Auditor

General revise NAS policy to state clearly that report
issuance will not be delayed to obtain concurrence from Navy
management on draft findings and recommendations. (The GAO
observed that, when nanagement disagrees with audit finding
and recommendations, the NAS should evaluate its supporting
evidence and change findings and recommendations only when
additional information can be presented by management to
invalidate audit conclusions and recommendations as
presented in draft reports.)

See comment 5. DOD RESPONSE: Concur. Previous NAS utilization policiesdelayed publication dates. The previous Navy Auditor

General policy to resolve management disagreement with
findings, recommendations, and/or monetary benefits, before
issuing an audit report, is one of the more prevalent
reasons for the delays. Management failure to respond in a
timely manner, coupled with the NAS practice of not
publishing a report without management comments, is another
significant reason. To minimize or eliminate the delays,
the current NAS policy requires the following:

See comment 2 simultaneous distribution of draft reports to all -N,.
Department of the Navy commands, who are recommendation
addressees, with an information copy sent two command
echelons above those addressees; %. .
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- comments are solicited only from the recommendation
addressees; and

- management comments will be required by the NAS regional
office within a reasonable time (generally 30 calendar
days for noncomplex audits) with regional offices having
the authority to grant only one extension of not more
than 15 calendar days; and

- if responses are not received by the requested response
date or extended deadline (after consulting with NAS
headquarters), the final audit report will he published
without management comments.

s RECOMMENDATION 10: The GAO recommended that the Navy
Auditor General issue NAS policy to require audit guidelines
on multilocation audits, providing identical audit scope and
methodology for the individual audit sites.

- and -

* RECOMMENDATION 11: The GAO recommended that the Navy
Auditor General issue NAS policy to require review of draft
local audit reports by the auditor-in-charge who will be
preparing the summary report for issuance to top Navy
management.

- and -

* RECOMMENDATION 12: The GAO recommended that the Navy
Auditor General issue policy to require recommendations to
top Navy management on actions to be taken to correct or
eliminate the systemic deficiencies reported in summary
reports.

See comment 6 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. During the period covered by the GAO
review, the NAS performed two types of multilocation audits.
One type, which is the subject of the GAO finding, was
referred to as a concurrent audit (an audit of a single
function, performed concurrently by Navy Audit Service staff
located at similar types of naval installations). While
those audits had a common objective, they used locally
prepared audit programs and resulted in a series of local
audit reports, with a summary report was issued by NAS
headquarters. The NAS has discontinued that type of audit.
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All multilocation audits are now based on a single audit -.-

p r o g r a m , w i t h o n e c o m m o n s e t o f o b j e c t i v e s , s c o p e a n d.. ..

methodology for all participating audit sites. A designated
lead region is responsible for ensuring a common coordinated
approach and preparation of a single report, including all
audit results and recommendations to correct all material
deficiencies found. In addition to the responsible action I

addressee(s), copies of all multilocation reports are sent
to the Chief of Naval Operations or the Commandant of the %
Marine Corps, as appropriate. The Secretary and Under

Secretary of the Navy are briefed on significant audits.

RECOMMENDATION 13: The GAO recommended that the Navy % %
Auditor General require that all auditors, supervisors, and
managers in both regional offices and headquarters attend •

training that emphasizes generally accepted auditing
standards and, in particular, the standards for I- .
supervision, evidence, reporting and due professional care. .

See comment 5 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The NAS is currently emphasizing to %

its audit staff the need to comply with GAGAS. During .
meetings of audit supervisors and regional office staffs,
compliance with GAGAS is an ongoing agenda item. The
Auditor General Staff Notes, published quarterly, is also
used to promote more effective auditing, in accordance with
the GAGAS. The NAS quality control program also emphasizes
compliance with the GAGAS and the annual performance
appraisal system is used to evaluate compliance with those
standards.

The NAS is also developing a course on the requirements of
the NAS Handbook, which incorporates the GAGAS (as set forth
in the current draft revision of the GAO Yellow Book). The
course will commence during FY 1988, and will be given to
all regional GS-12 and GM-13 auditors.

RECOMMENDATION 14: The GAO recommended that the Secretary
of the Navy direct the Navy Auditor General and the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management) to
limit the nature and extent of technical advice provided to
the NAS, so as not to impact the reporting of findings
relating to financial matters. (The GAO observed that
advice in these instances can be obtained from other
organizations such as the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Comptroller).)

%
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See comment 5. DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The current organizational placement
of the Navy Auditor General fully complies with the
Comptroller General's auditing standard on independence.
The Navy Auditor General reports directly to the Under
Secretary of the Navy. In recent years, two actions were
taken to further strengthen the organizational independence
of the position.

As a result of the recommendations of Arthur Andersen and
Company, the Secretary of the Navy terminated the
authority of the Assistant Secretary (Financial
Management) to provide technical advice to the Navy
Auditor General on audit matters; and

In implementing the Goldwater-Nichols DoD Reorganization
Act of 1986, the Navy Auditor General was made a member
of the Office of the Secretary of the Navy and given sole
responsibility for all audit policy matters within the
Navy.

The Navy Auditor General and his staff should be, and are, .
free to contact any senior manager in the Department of
Defense to obtain technical advice or interpretation of
operational and policy matters within the purview of those
managers. The Navy Auditor General, however, retains the
sole right to accept or reject such advice, based on his
consideration and evaluation of all available information.
Nevertheless, to preclude any perceptions of impairments to
independence, the Navy Auditor General has revised the NAS
Handbook to require that the audit staff direct all
inquiries regarding financial matters to NAS headquarters.
The NAS headquarters will research the questions and obtain
any technical opinions required in a manner that does not
present the perception or contribute to any lack of
independence for the NAS.

RECOIMENDATION 15: The GAO recommended that the Secretary
of the Navy create a legal counsel for the NAS, who is
completely independent of any activity subject to audit by
the NAS and who reports directly to the Navy Auditor
General.

See comment 5. DoD RESPONSE: Concur. With respect to the legal counsel
reporting structure, effective March 31, 1988, the Counscl
assigned to the Naval Audit Service will begin reporting
directly to the Office of the Navy General Counsel.

.Lo,
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" RECONMENDATION 16: The GAO recommended that the Secretary
of the Navy address the perception of impaired independence
created by having military officers rotate into the .,

positions of deputy auditor general and regional directors
either by designating the positions as civilian positions,
or, at least, ensuring that the military personnel:

- have knowledge and experience in auditing and accounting;

- will not be responsible for audits of those units from " % O

which they were recently assigned; and

- are not likely to be subsequently assigned to work for a

superior officer whose unit is subject to audit.

* DoD RESPONSE: Concur. In the future, military officers
See comment 3 selected by the NAS to fill regional director positions will %

have knowledge and experience in either auditing, logistics
or finance. Also, military officers selected for the Deputy
Auditor General position will have knowledge and experience %
in auditing. To the extent that the Navy Auditor General is
unable to obtain qualified military officers for assignment O_
to the position, he will civilianize the positions.
Further, regional directors will be required to exclude
themselves from audits that involve programs or activities
in which they were recently directly involved. Also, when a .%
military officer's next assignment is known, he or she will ,%
not participate in an audit of the command/function. It I -

would be very unlikely, however, that this information would .
be available until near the end of his/her NAS tour of duty.
Internal controls will be established to preclude the
removal cf audit findings or recommendations from a report
or the cancellation of a scheduled audit, without the
written approval of both the regional director and deputy
regional director. Disputes on such matters will be
referred to the Navy Auditor General for resolution. (These
requirements are contained in the NAS Audit Handbook and the
NAS Management Ilandbook.)

The new policies concerning the selection and utilization of .
the military will he included in SECNAVINST 7510.6, which
will be revised and reissued within the next 180 days.

RECOMMENDATION 17: The GAO recommended that the Secretary
of the Navy commit the Navy to an internal audit service •
that operates free of an) impairments to its independence
and foster the commitment among all levels of Navy
mfnmgemeit .
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See comment 3. DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The actions taken by the Secretary
of the Navy to strengthen the organizational alignment and
authority of the Navy Auditor General, and the agreed-to
actions in response to the General Accounting Office
recommendations, clearly demonstrate that the Navy is
seriously committed to an independent and effective internal
audit service. S

0 RECOMMENDATION 18: The GAO recommended that the Secretary
of the Navy report to the Secretary of Defense on actions to
resolve the issues identified in this report. (p. 80/GAO %
Draft Report)

See comment 4 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. This response constitutes the
recommended reporting by the Secretary of the Navy to the S
Secretary of Defense on actions to resolve the issues -. % #
identified in this report.

* RECOMMENDATION 19: The GAO recommended that one year after %.
receiving the report from the Secretary of the Navy, the ,

Secretary of Defense conduct, or have conducted, a review to .
evaluate the effectiveness of actions taken to correct the
reporting, evidence, supervision, and independence
deficiencies cited in this report. (The GAO noted that the
review should provide the Congress and the Secretary of
Defense assurance that actions have been taken to improve
the effectiveness of the Navy internal audit function.)
(p. 81/GAO Draft Report) 'r

See comment 5 DoD RESPONSE: Concur. In FY 1989, the Inspector General,
DoD, will undertake a review to determine whether the Navy
actions in response to the recommendations in this report
and a prior quality assurance review by the Office of the
Inspector General, DoD, have improved the effectiveness of
the Naval Audit Service. The results of the FY 1989 review,
with any recommendations for further actions, will be made
available to the Secretary of Defense and appropriate %
committees of the Congress.

* % %
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The following are GAO'S comments on the Department of Defense's letter
dated December 8, 1987.

GAO Comments 1. No change to the report is necessary.

2. The DOD response is discussed under Agency Comments and Our Eval-
uation at the end of chapter 3.

3. The DOD response is discussed under Agency Comments and Our Eval-
uation at the end of chapter 4.

4. The DOD response is discussed under Agency Comments and Our Eval-
uation at the end of chapter 5. .

5. Actions taken are responsive to our concerns.

6. The DOD response is discussed under Agency Comments and Our Eval- -

uation at the end of chapter 2. _

7. The DOD response to recommendations three and four adequately
addresses our concerns.

%
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